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PREFACE 

It has long been recognized that the engineering student , 

and the professional engineer, need a good mathematical back

ground , although the precise are~s and topics needed have been 

only fragmentarily explored. It is the purpose of this study 

to provide a partial answer to the question , still unanswered , 

as to what mathematics the engineer needs o 

The problem has been attacked in a two-fold manner ; rep

resentative engineering textbooks , on the undergraduate level , 

have been analyzed for mathematical content , and professi onal 

engineers have designated, by means of a questionnaire j their 

use of mathematics. 

Indebtedness ia acknowledged to Drs o M. R. Chauncey , James 

Ho Zant, J.M. Richardson, Roy Gladstone , and M. S. Wallace for 

their valuable guidance and assistance in helping carr y t his 

study to completion; acknowledgement is also made to Mr. Edwin 

F . Coppage, of Tenafly , New Jersey , a secretary for t he American 

Institute of Electrical Engineers , ' and to Mr . Art hur Thi gpen , 

Professor of Civil Engineering at Louisiana Polytechnic Inst i t ut e , 

Ruston , Louisiana 3 for their aid in facilitat ing the s endi ng of 

questionnaires to professional engineers . 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement .Q1. ~i Problem. The problem taken for this 

study is to determine the specific mathematical principl~s 

and processes used by engineers. The first phase of the in

vestigation seeks to discover the mathematics used in 

professional undergraduate courses in engineering, since 

engineers of today must complete such courses in recognized 

institutions as a prerequisite to securing a professiona; 

license. This study analyzes, therefore, the mathematics 

that is used in b~sic engineering textbooks. The second 

phase of' the study seeks to determine the needs of engineers 

in mathematics by collecting·and analyzing opinions of prac

ticing professional engineers as to which phases of mathe

matics they find most usefu~ in their prof~ssional work. 

Accordingl~ a rijpresentative group of ®ngin~er~ was asked 

to giv® their opinion~ on the subject by filling out ques

tionnaires or checklists in which the major math®matical 

conc®pts and t®chniquee were listedo 

A. synthEHJis of th~ two typos of analysis just describ®d 

should help to r~veal the phases of mathematics that are 

most valuable for the profe~sional engineer. Furthermore, 

the study should prove of value to those who teach mathe

matics to stud•nts of engineering -- @ither through lend

ing support for traditional subject matt®r and emphasis in 

... l ... 



mathematics courses or through suggesting new subject matter 

or new distribution of emphasis. 

Need for the Study. The importance of mathematics for 

engineers has long been recognized. In fact, as the field 

of engineering grows in scope and importance there is ine-

2 

vitably a concomitant tendency to place greater emphasis on 

mathematics. 1 However , very little work has been done to dis

cover precisely which phases of mathematics are most valuable 

to the engineer . Among the most logical places to look for 

information on the subj ect would be the publications of the 

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the American 

Society of Engineering Education. A careful study of the 

volumes of The Mathematics Teacher, The Yearbooks of the 

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, and the Journal 

of the American 'Society of Engineering Education discloses 

no systematic studies of the particular needs of engineers 

in the field of mathematics. 

It is .difficult to understand why no such studies have 

been made in the field. Apparently it has b een assumed that 

the mathematical needs of engineering students do not differ 

substantially from the mathematical needs of other students. 

If this study should reveal that traditional courses in 

mathemati~s are highly satisfactory in meeting the needs of 

engineers, the viewpoint will be justified . On the other 

1. For example, Arvid W. Jacobson states, "Many individuals 
in engineering, business, and education have felt that steps 
should be taken to enlarge the role of mathematics in order 
to meet the needs of more exacting technological standards." 
"The Emergence of Mathematical Needs in an Industrial Center," 
The Mathematics Teacher (Jan., 1953), p. 1. 
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hand, if our analysis should disclose substantial differences 

between the needs of engineering students and those of non

engineering students, the study should be of considerable sig-

nificance. 

Assumptions. The following assumptions are made in this 

study: (1) That the textbooks used in the engineering 

courses are a valid guide to the mathematics used by the stu

d:ents in those courses; ( 2) that the institution in which 

this study is made is a representative one; (3) that the 

questionnaire, as administered, has validity in determining 

the sp~cific uses engineers make of mathematics. 

These assumptions are, of course, open to question. To 

cite three of them: teachers do not always limit the mathe-

matics used in courses to that contained in textbooks; it 

would be difficult to prove that the institution chosen for 

the study is a completely representative one, and the results 

obtained from questionnaires must almost always be accepted 

with reservations.2 Although these objections have sufficient 

weight to necessitate some caution in evaluating the findings 

of this study, they do not, it is believed, invalidate the 

essential sssumptions and procedures employed. 

The Sources of the Data in this Study. The data for 

this study are confined narrowly to two sources: (1) Materi

al from prevailing textbooks in engineering, and (2) a 

questionnaire. Only rarely are sources other than the afore-

mentioned used, and then only concomitantly. 

2. See, for example, C. V. Good, A. S. Barr, and D. E. Scates, 
The Methodology of Educational Research, D. Appleton-Century 
Company, (New York, 1936), pp. 330-337. 
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(1). The Survey of Textbooks . The chief sources of data 

in this study are the mathematical principles and processes 

used in the textbooks in the engineering cours~s at Louisiana 

Polytechnic Institute, Ruston, Louisiana. This institution 

offers the Bachelor of Science degrees in the fields of civil 

engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, 

and petroleum engineering. The textbooks used in these fields 

at this institution are standard texts and are widely used 

throughout other schools of engineering. The textbooks are 

analyzed in this study to determine the range of subject mat 

ter and the frequency with which certain principles and pro

cesses occur. 

(2). The Questionnaire. A questionnaire was prepared 

and sent to a representative group of engineers. It was 

prepared after an exhaustive analysis of the content of the 

entire curriculum in undergraduate mathematics. The ques

tionnaire .lists ninety-three topics in undergraduate mat~e

matics. Those who responded evaluated the importance of each 

of the topics in professional engineering. 

The Procedure in the Analysis of the Textbooks. Each 

text has been covered in the order in which it was written, 

and a chapter by chapter examination made of the mathematics 

t hat is involved in the discussions and exercises. The re

sults, however, are not analyzed by the chapter, but by the 

text as a whole. The study begins, in each respective branch 

of engineering, with texts on the elementary level, and pro

ceeds to the more advanced. Two facets to the information 

are to be considered: (1) the Descriptive, and (2) the Quan

titative. These are explained in turn, as follows: 
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::(1) The Descriptive. Mathematics which occurs with con-

siderable frequency, within a given text, is reproduced 

throughout this study, and is referred to as the descriptive 

mathematics of such a text. That is, material is reproduced 

which is recurrent in each text, thus typifying the mathe

matics within that book. It is, of course, out of the ques

tion to attempt to reproduce all, or even a major protion of 

the material. 

It should be emphasized that this is not a random pro-

cess, as each text was considered in its entirety before any 

descriptive selections were made. Then in deference to cer-

tain recurrent material, portions were taken from each book 

and reproduced in this study. In some instances, segments 

are reproduced verbatim, although generally only formulas, 

graphs, and various mathematical operations and computations 

are offered as typifying the mathematics in a specific text. 

(2) The Quantitative. The quantitative value of the ma-

terial is given through the medium of tables at the conclusion 

of each book considered. These tables were prepared after a 

complete examination of all the texts in each of the five re

spective branches of engineering. They contain a tabulation 

of occurrences of the various phases of algebra, trigonometry, 

calculus, and higher mathematics. 

The same table occurs, with a slight modification, at 

the conclusion of each sub-chapter, t.hat is 9 for each branch 

of engineering. Then, there is an over-all quantitative 

summary for the texts in all branches. 

These modified tables contain not only a tabulation of 
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occurrences of certain phases of mathematics, but also the 

number of books in which those phases occurred within the giv-

en branches of engineering. 

By consulting these tables one can determine whether a 

given topic occurred frequently in many t exts, or sparsely in 

a few; that is, the occurrences of the topic can be weighed 

against the number of texts in which the topic appeared. 

It is difficult to prepare a table inclusive enough with-

out, at the same time, becoming too detailed; and since over 

thirty books were to be reviewed, some consideration had to be 

given to brevity. The following means of classification are 

followed for the tables: 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas -- This includes multi
plication, division, addition, and subtraction of algebraic 
expressions; formulas which contain algebraic expressions; re
moval of parentheses, and addition and subtraction of frac
tions; the use of simple factors; ratio, proportion, and 
variation. 

2. Solution of equations - - This includes the solution of all 
types of equations in any number of variables . 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry -- This includes any for
mula, whether applied or not, in which trigonometry occurs. 

2. Use of logarithms -- This includes the laws of logarithms, 
as well as numerical computation. 

3. Numerical solution of triangles -- This includes both the 
oblique and right triangles. 

4. Use of radian measure - - This includes the relationship 
between arc length, radiua, and central angle; between size 
of wheel, angular and linear velocity of a point on the rim. 

5. Trigonometric identities -- This includes all use of such 
identities. 



60 Use of vectors== This includes figures in which vectors 
occur prominently; the resolution of vectors into components; 
addition and multiplication of vectorso 
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7. Inverse functions -- This includes every use of such func
tions. 

8. Graphs of the trigonometric functions -- This includes the 
occurrence of such graphs, as well as references to them. 

Differential Calculus 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions -- This includes 
only the actual differentiation of such expressions. 

2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions=- This in
cludes only the actual differentiation of such expressions. 

3. Applications of the derivative -- This includes slopes, 
maxima and minima, and so forth. 

4. Partial derivatives-= This includes the process of dif
ferentiation, as well as their application. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions -- This includes not 
only the actual integration of such expressions, but also the 
indicated operation. 

2o Integration of transcendental expressions -- This includes 
the indicated operation, as well as the actual integration of 
such expressions. 

J. Application of the definite integral -- This includes com
putation of areas, volumes~ moments, centroidsj and fluid 
pressure. 

4. Multiple integrals -- This includesthe occurrence of 
such integrals, whether the actual integration is made or not. 

Hi.gher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, and so forth== 
This includes any topic beyond the level of undergraduate cal
culus. 

The Procedures in~ .Analysis£! the Questionnaires. 

The questionnaires were sent to over three hundred profession

al engineers. In order to make the sampling as representa

tive as possible, each branch of the profession was included 



in almost equal numbers, and the geographic distribution was 

such that most states east of the Rocky Mountains were in

cluded. 

The questionnaire contains ninety-three topics in under

graduate mathematics, to which the recipient was asked to 

respond, as follows: to mark the topic (1) if the subject is 

used frequently, to mark the topic (2) if the subject is used 

occasionally; and to mark it (3) if it is never used6 

Answers to the questionnaires were tabulated artd analyzed, 
v-:,--,}J~. -

and this analysis was compared~ the nnaly~is of', the textbooks" 

'!'.he At_ra_ngem_ent Q_f ~JJJi M@teJ:'•_ia_l. Chapter II cemtains the 

analyses of the texts; with sub-ch~pters in the following re ... 

spective order: electrical an1ineering 1 chamiaal and petrol~ 

eum engineering, civil engineering, and mechanical engineerin~. 

This order of the s@veral fields is purely arbitrary and ~~p~ 

rEH:ients in nb sense a ranking in value 1 a1 though, as previously 

stated; the order of tsxts within each sub-chs.pter proceeds 

trcnn the elementary to the more aa:vanced. 

At the beginning of each ~ctb•Chapter is a short intro~ 

duction 1 including a list of the texts 1 in the ord@r in which 

they are to be reviewed~ At the aanclueion of each sub~ 

. @hapter is a summary cf all the texts occttrrin; withitt it. 

Chapter i!i @bfitains the questionnaire; with the tabul~ted 

resultsa Cert~d.n tables are giver1, .si,nd ~n analysis followsti 

Ohapt@r IV cone1ud@~ the study with the tindin~~ $Umma~ 

rized, and somE! reicOnm1€mdaticn1Ei ferr ~ Llmit@d modificH:J.tion of 

the mathema:tics erurricJulum6 



CHAPTER II 

A SURVEY OF THE MATHEMATICS 
IN THE ENGINEERING TEXTiiroOKS 

Part 1. A Survey of the Mathematics in the Electrical 
.Engineering Textbooks. 

Introduction. The texts considered here in Part 1 are 

given here in the order in which the student studies them. 

They are, as follows: Introduction to Electrical Engineering, 

R. P. Ward; Electric Machinery, M. Liwschitz-Garik and C. C. 

Whipple; Alternating Current Circuits, Second Edition, K. Y. 

Tang; Electrical Engineering, E. E. Kimberly; Electronic 

Engineering Principles, J. D. Ryder; Industrial Electricity, 

Second Edition, C. L. Dawes; Electric Circuit and Machine~ 

periments, Part II, F. W. Hehre and J. A. Balmford; Design of 

Electrical Apparatus, Third Edition, J. H. Kuhlmann; Electrical 

Illumination, Second Edition, J. O. Kraehenbuehl; and Alternating 

Current Machines, Second Edition, A. F. Puchstein and T. C. Lloyd. 

The procedures are followed as explained in Chapter I . As 

the conclusion of each text will be found a short summary and 

a table. We begin with Introduction to Electrical Engineering 

by R. P. Ward. 
1 Scientific notation is introduced; e.g.,~ x 

2 An equation of current is given as follows: I• u 

When values are given for the constants, the equation yields, 

I= 2 (0.1)(4.44) = 236 amp. 
4 X 1Q-7(4Q) 

-9-



The following wave.forms are copied from the text, to 

illustrate a ·need for certain types of curves: 

Fig. 1 

10 

Trigonometry is introduced in the early part of the text and 

reciprocal numbers are stressedo The trigonometry, however, 

is on.a very elementa:r;7 levelo Only the definitions of the 

functions are used. The following illustrate: 

1 = Irn sin 2Tr ft. 
= Im sin 2V x 60 x .001 

= Im sin 21.6°: .36$ ampo 

It can be seen that the student here needs to know 

angular measurej that is, radians to degrees, and conversely. 

The mathematics continues to be very elementary, invol

ving simple formulas, and deriving numerical results from 

them. The following is quite typical: 

R2 R3 20 x 30 
RP= R2 + R:a= 20 + 30 = 12 ohms. 

In one instance, three linear equations involving three 

variables are set up and solved. 



The following set of four linear equations occur: 

23 = 261, = 312. + 1713 

13 = = 31, .iJ, 2013 = 811f 

0 ~ =171, - 3612,- 1313 

8 ~ =81, + 1312• 3311 

The following formulaj taken from the text 9 is also 

very typical of the formulas given in the chapter: 

E1+ Es+ Es~ R1I1+ Rsls"I> Rsis= (R9+ R5) I5 

18 • 11 + 15: (6 X 1.873) ~ (9 X 1.358) ~ (12 X 1.067)
(6 X =l. 272). 

The mathematics in the early chapters continues to be 

elementary 1 consisting principally of formulas of the type, 

R cs: VI- V2 R 
X V2 g, 

Rx 7 12~;i2.112 ·5 x 1500;;; 1000 ohms. 

11 

Scientific notation is used, as is the concept of pro-

portion and variation. The following are good examples: 
l R is proportional to A~ 

R is proportional to L 

and introducing a proportionality constant, f 9 

R ~ ~1. (146) 

Now given, L = 50 cm. : 0.5 m., 
A~ 2 sq. cm. ~ 2 x 10 sq. m •. 

Substituting in (146), 

4.31 X 10 ~ (0.5) 
2 X 10 

= 1.724 x 10 ohm-m. 

The text also utilizes percentages and areas of circles. 

The formula~ A ::s:rrd 2 ~ for the area of a circle is given. 
4 



The student will need to know the relationship between 

the radius, diameter, circumfer~nce, and area of a circle" ,, 
Also algebraic formulas, laws-of exponents, and numerical 

computations are among his needs. The following is typical: 

llll (4 
-7 ~4 

X 10 )(398)(5)(5 X 10) ~ 50 - 7 
(25 X 10-~ X 10 • 

Beginning near the middle of the book, the mathematics 

is somewhat different. For the first time, the derivative 

occurs in the formulas, as does trigonometry a little more 

extensively than previously. 

12 

It should be pointed out, however, that neither the 

calculus, nor the trigonometry employed, is other than that 

of the most elementary type. The simple definition of the 

sine and cosine is given, along with the definition of a de

rivative and a very elementary integration. The following 

will illustrate: 

¢ = 2 xaB O sin t, 

e = }l.!!oN ~ = N ·~ = d [ 2~~B sinWtj = 2w xaB cos u)t. 

Consider, again, the following: 
~ _22 2 2 ~ 22 

P ~ ~ 2 w B cos wt • abx ~x = t2 w B 

G, 

cos 2wt abx 31
0
~ 

3P J 
Substituting the limits and putting Wg;j 2rr f, we get 

Tf2 f 2 B 2 co s 2 ~t ab c 3 • p ~ 

3P 

The mathematics speaks for itself here, and it is evi-

dent that the student needs to know how to compute some of 

the more elementary definite integrals. 
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The following sinusoidal waves are taken from the text: 

Fig. 2 
. ,,. 

These show the need for the studentYs mastery of terms 

such as period and amplitude·~ 

The mathematics continues to stress algebraic f~rmulas, 

but it also involves some trigonometry 11 particularly .sinu

soidal waves. The following formula is typical: 

F = B.~~A = (1°395) 2 (6.4~ x 10...,4) = 1000 newtons. 
4 X 10-

Algebraic formulas, involving exponents, are used extensively, 

but trigonometry and calculus also occ.ur ofteno The follow

ing figure with accompanying formulas are given: 

6tt 

BP = B sine 

Bh = B cosB 

B 'l3p 

Fig. 3 



The trigonometric functions of 30: 45; 60; as well as 
0 0 0 0 

the quadrantal values O, 90~ 180j 270, are used. For ex-

ample: 

e = 3.77 X 10 _; 3 sin 
0 

0 = o. 
3.77 

. ..,3 . o 
2.67 10 .-: 3 • e = X 10 sin 45 = X 

·-3 0 ...:3 
e = 3.77 X 10 sin 90 = 3.77 X 10 

-3 0 ...:3 
e = 3.77 X 10 sin 135 = 2.67 X 10 

The sine and cosine waves are constantly referred to, 

as is rotary motion, involving the relation between linear 

14 

and angular velocity. Radian measure is prominent. The 

following will illustrate some of the differential calculus~ 
' ~ dd. 

e =~t~ - N T ~ -N a'T 0 (254) 

Since ¢~ ¢mcos8 , (254) becomes 

e = -N d ( ~rn~~s B) 

Therefore, e = N ¢m sin 8 . 
The following formulas are taken frpm the text, as a 

further illustration: 

d"" di N ~ - L d.t j dt 
~ from which, L; N dt 

The following definite 
I 

W = 1 Li di 

integral occurs~ 

LI 2 
:;: 

2 

The calculus, especially the differential calculus, 

becomes slightly more complex toward the latter part of the 

book. The following differential equation is given and 

solved~ 



E .9. = R. Q.9. 
= C dt 0 

Separating the variables, we obtain 

dg 
q - cE 

dt 
Re 0 

Integrating, we obtain, log(q - cE) 

Also typical is the following: 

de 
i ::::: C dt , 

e :: E sin Wt. 

Combining, we have, 

t 
: = Re + K. 

i = C d(E ~~n wt) = WCE cos ult. 

The mathematics toward the conclusion of the text 

involves some very complex algebraic formso 

The following typify: 

V _ /[ X 1. 59 X 10 
f - V- 8 • 95 X 10 

m... mr 
1 = (f) 2 

o $ :i 5.98 X lQ{E moper sec. 

Vr = cf - (1 + 1.~7 x1o·"E)'" 

The text stresses algebraic formulas 9 complex compu= 

tationsj laws of exponents, sine and cosine wave curves, 

differential of sine and consine functions 9 and radian 

measure. The following table summarizes more completely: 

15 
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Table 1. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Introduction 

to Electrical Engineering, R. P. Ward. 

Algebra No. of Occurrences 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
J. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expres

sions. 
J. Applications of the derivative. 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Integral Calculus 

48 
6 

6 
1 

4 

1 
3 
8 

7 
8 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 2 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 4 
J. Application of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

The second text in electrical engineering which is 

analyzed for mathematical content is Electrical Machinery, by 

Liwschitz-Garik and Whipple. 

This textbook, which is essential to electrical engineers 

is replete with mathematics. All levels of mathematics are 

to be found including a great deal of calculus and trigono-

metry. 

The formula, ~H1 dl • NI, typifies a type of integral 

which occurs in the early part of the text. Derivatives are 

also used, as is shown by the following formula: 

,,,f... E 1 de • - ~ 10-8volts. 'r dt 
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The text makes extensive use of radian measure, the re

lation between linear and angular velocity, the sine and cosine 

functions, and their resulting sinusoidal waveso The follow

ing figure is taken from the text: 

Fig. 4 

The following formulas are characteristic of much of the 

mathematics throughout the text: 

i ::: 

T T 

R ~ 1 i 2dt = R rt! J: sin 2o}t 
Im2R 

dt = 2 

V = Rim sin wt + WL I,n cos ult 

- R• Im sinwt+WL Im sin (u.Jt f 1J). 
dV u) C dt = C Vm cos wt ~we Vtn sin 

V:::: I /R 2 + ( L 1 ) 2 -,;r = IZ. 

(wt ~ f) 

Inverse trigonometric functions occur, as the following 

formula attests~ 
l 

-·IL = WC = tan R 

Logarithms occur in the text, and the student should 

know their laws. The following demonstrate: 



Some algebraic formulas are introduced here, inasmuch 

as they are somewhat typical of many others in the text: 

'\ = (hi. + ht + 2ha .11. h.J) 
A 2b 3b b+bo T bo · 

18 

Definite integrals are not infrequento The following. 

are characteristic: 

e1 = ~ ( i} 

S 1 = ;1 
e dx 

. s 

e dx = - 1ojB1 dx. 

The following typifies the numerical computatio~, which 

is not, however, very extensive ih· this text: 

L.21± . ' 6n. 
T = 1739 (221.2 X 76) = o f.t. - lb., 

g046 
A - X 6 X 72 = 10600 -71x22"5 

Although differential equations do not occupy a ·promi

nent place in this text, the following are ex~mples: 

e = L di = L z.i 
s dt T , 

ep. = 
di R 2i 

R dt = T 

The following differential equation is given: 

,.:i..., Vm - V 
1.1..11., = .......::.,,,_._.... 
dt T 
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which leads to the solution, 

t = - T ln (vm- v) ~ C. 

To emphasize the student's need for calculus, the follow

ing definite integrals are taken from the text: 

E 1 f"' 1 f' -f11- I2 (2Yx - x 2 ) 
8 = 7T }o V do( = TT}, Ia X do< - 2 2r dd. • 

The text emphasizes logarithms, sine and cosine functions 

and their graphs, radian measure, and differ~',ntial and integral 

calculus. The following table summarizes the frequencies more 

completely: 

Table 2. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Electrical 
Machinery, by Liwschitz-Garik and Whipple. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations . 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Integral Calculus 

No. of 
Occurrences 

138 

9 
9 

3 

6 
2 
3 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 5 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 1 
3. Application of the definite integral. 2 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 10 
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The third text in electrical engineering which is analy

zed for mathematical content is A)-ternating Currents, by K. Yo 

Tang. 

The mathematics in this text is quite complex. It in

volves differential equations,. co~_:plex definite integrals, 

sinusoidal waves, radian measure, .definitions of sine and co

sine functions, and algebraic formulas of varying complexity. 

The following are examples, taken from the text: 

ei 
~ -8 

~ - N dt x 10 , 
27T 211" 

L j P EI! (2~1-9~ p = do( = 27r 0 @osB - cos dl,( 27r 0 

EIJ2rr 
= 27r O [?osB cos 2o<. cos9 + sin 2o( sine] ·de( 

~ EI cos 9 . 

S = J{JTr~ sin~ do<, 

The following is one of the many graphs taken from the 

text: 

0 

Fig. 5 
' 
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This text makes such extensive use of sine and cosine 

waves that the student must have a mastery of them before pro

ceeding far into the booko Areas under curves, and differential 

equations are also frequent. The following is typical of many 

formulas throughout the text: 

. _ Q.9. de 
1 - dt = c dt amperes, 

e1 - - ( N i x 10 - 8 ) ~~ 

N ~ -8 : ·'"' dt X 10 o 

W = N x 10-8/;i df!) 

e, = ~ J. i dt = ~ • 
Sinusoidal waves occur quite frequently, and terms like 

amplitude and period should be thoroughly familiar to the 

student; radian measure should also be a topic familiar to himo 

The integral calculus is also quite extensive 1 with par

ticular emphasis on such _forms, 11as j sin t.Jt dt, fcos ,Jt dt, 

j sin 2 Wt dt, jcos\Jt dto ,, 

The following figure is taken from the text: 



The following is taken from the text: 
t t· W = Jo sin\}t dt p dt = Rim 

t 0 t- Cox 2~t d 2 
• Rim 2 t = RI T watt-secondso 

0 

This text is also replete with vectors and their reso-
• 

lution into horizontal and vertical components. Hence, the 

definitions of the trigonometric functions, and the Theorem 

of Pythagorus should be well known by the student. The 

following figure, and formulas will illustrate: 

c' 

---------a' A' R 

Fig. 7 

TAN =& R 

R 
cos = z 

SIN • r-

22 

The treatment of vectors is quite comprehensive. It 

would benefit the student, greatly, if at this point, he 

knew the symbolic method of representing complex numbers 

such as a+ bi. He should also know how to add, subtract, 

multiply, and divide two such numbers, and understand the 

vectorial connotations involved. He should know the full 

definition of i, as given by, i 2 - - 1, which in engineering 

assumes the symbol j. He should also be able to compute 

d 'l f th b 1 h J' 2 , J' 3 , J' 8 , and so rea i y powers o e sym o , sue as 

forth. 

/ 
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The following figure, demonstrating vectorial addition, 

is taken from the text: 

j 

Fig. 8 

.1 
I 
I b,+ba 

I 
I 
I 
I 

The sine and cosine functions for angles of 300, 45°, 

and 60°, are used in this chapter, as are the same functions 

for the quadrantal angles o0 , 900, 180°, and so forth. 

The Maclaurin expansion for sin 9 , co s9., and e9 is given 

and appliedo That is, 

. e3 es t:J7 
Sln8 = f, - 3' + 5' of. fifr + • • • , 

and so forth. 

The inverse trigonometric functions occur frequently 

throughout the text. The mathematics even includes such ad

vanced topics as Fourier series. All phases of mathematics 

occur and the following table summarizes: 

Table 3. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Alternati:g_g 
Currents, by K. Y. Tang. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

256 



Table 3. -- Continued 

Algebra 

2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry . 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

24 

No. of 
Occurrences 

112 

14 
6 

110 
52 
60 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 
2 . Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 6 
3. Application of the derivative. 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
3. Application of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

12 
44 
4 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 50 

The fourth text in electrical engineering which is ana

lyzed for mathematical content is Electrical Engineering, by 

E. E. Kimberly. 

This textbook is replete with mathematics on all levels. 

There is a great deal of algebra to be found, particularly 

algebraic formulas. As would be expected, trigonometry occurs 

with considerable frequency, especially radian measure, sine 

and cosine functions, and sinusoidal waves. Calculus occurs 

through all levels: ordinary differentials, definite inte

grals, and differential equations. 



The following is characteristic of some of the purely 

algebraic formulas in the text: 

l 8 
p _ 10 X 10 

- 1 

-- 107 d yne - cm per sec. 

25 

The laws of exponents speak for themselves, in the fo:i;-e

going. Again, f~om the text: 

E 
I • ff2 + X 2 

C 

The following algebraic formulas are given, with the 

numerical computations following: 

l 
Xe = 2Trf c 

_ 220 
-"~di: . ol/o 53 0 2 ~ 

= 3.6 amp. 

The text makes use of the imaginary unit, i, and employs 

complex numbers, both graphically and algebraically. Thus 

the product (R + jx) (R ... jx) = R.2 + x 2 is used, where j, 

which is a standard symbol in electrical problems, has been 

substituted for io 
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Sinusoidal waves occur frequently throughout the text, 

of which the following is a rather typical example: 

Fig. 9 

Trigonometry occurs frequently, especially functions in

volving the sine and cosine. The following figure, followed 

by a trigonometric formula, and numerical computations, is a 

very good illustration: 

Fig. ~O 

E = j( Eb + Ea Cos 9 1 )2 +. ( Ea sin 9 1) 2 

= j( 0. 20 + 0 .10 cos 45°) 2 + ( 0 .10 sin 45°) 2 

= 0.28 volts. 

1 E0 sin 81 _1 0.10 sin 45° · 
92= tan- Eii+ Eacos81 = tan 0.20 + 0.10 cos 45°= 14° 381 

The student makes use of the functions of the quadrantal 

angles, as illustrated by the following formulas from the text: 



Calculus occurs on many levels, the following being a 

typical example of differential calculus: 

_ N d'2 
8 - 10s= dt .. 

27 

The following is another good example, as it shows the 

process of differentiation, and its application: 

- eg 

and if i = Im sinr.Jt, 
d , Im sin iJt) 

- eg = L dt 

= L t.JI1n cos t,Jt. 

The following differential equations are taken from 

the text: 

£@_ -8 di 
N dt 10 = L dt' 

di 
dW = i 2 R dt + L dt i dt. 

Definite integrals occur occasionally, as do indefinite 

integrals. The following is a good example from the text, in 

that it shows the student's needs, both for trigonometry, and 

the calculus: 

p = 

r2rr 
EJ, In, sini.Jt sin (wt '::. e) d (wt), 

2 
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)
2TT . 

L!..w . ,l = 2 0 s1n~ sin (t.Jt - e ) d (~t ) 

{? I e ./2 Eej'lt( . . ii_ . = 2 sinwi:; cosB-
o 

co swt sine) sin ult d (wt) 

E~ f21i 
= ffj O (sin 2wt cos9- sin wt cosult sin8) d(wt) 

= •~ [co~; sin IJ)~ cos@> + ~, + sin8 40s 21.lJ tJ :" 
EI = rr (TT cosB ) 

= EI cosG) o 

The following is another good example of the use of in

tegral calculus: 

J] di 
WL = 0 L dt i dt 

l 2 
= 2 LI watt - secondso 

The mathematics may be summarized by stating that consid·-
. ·' 

arable emphasis is given to trigonometry and calculuso Sinu

soidal waves, sine and cosine functions and their numerical 

values for 30°, 60°, 45°, 90°, and 180° should be known by the 

student. The differential and integral forms for sine and 

cosine are frequento 

The following table summarizes the frequencies more com

pletely: 

Table 4, Quantitative Survey of the Matherhatics in Elei.trical 
Engineering, by E. E. Kimberly. 

Algebra 

l. Elementary processes and formulas, 
2. Solution of equations. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

32 
4 
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Table 4. -- Continued 

Trigonometry No. of 
Occurrences 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Integral Calculus 

l. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
3. Applications of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

15 

3 
2 
3 

40 
11 
15 

3 
5 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 5 

The fifth text in electrical engineering which is ana

lyzed for mathematical content is Electronic Engineering 

Principles, by J. :O, Ryder. 

This textbook involves mathematics, perhaps as complex 

as any to appear in any undergraduate course in engineering. 

Complex algebraic equations occur, in which radicals and frac-

tional exponents are common. The trigonometry stresses sinu

soidal waves, inverse functions, radian measure, and logarithms, 

both to base e and base 10. The calculus is quite complex, 

even exceeding th.at acquired in the undergraduate courses of 

the subject. The text is replete with differential equations, 

of which many are quite complex. It is certainly obvious that 

only a student who is mature in mathematical techniques can 

read this textbook. 

At the very outset 7 the book begins with topics ordinari

ly offered in the second year of calculus. The relation 
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between force, acceleration, velocity, energy, and the like, 

are set forth early in the text. This, of course, is ordi-

narily offered in undergraduate calculus. Newton's second 

law o .. f motion is stated mathematically as, 

d(pnV) 
f = dt ' 

anf if the mass of the body is a constant, 

dv f =mat= ma. 

,·. 

If the acceleration is known, the instantaneous velocity may 

be determined by, 

dv = a dt, 

or V = J a dt + VO ; V = Vo , if t = 0. (Z -z) . 

Since velocity is the rate of change of displacement, s, 

ds = V dt, 

and S =f f adt dt J"f Voctt + 9,; S = So, if t = 0. ( 2 - 3) • 

Equation (2 - 2) and (2 - 3) reduce to 

V =at+ Vo 

and 

(2 - 4) 

(2 - 5) 

The foregoing are given here, as illustrative of the 

complexity with which this text begins. It reveals how a 

mastery of this topic in the calculus will aid the engineer

ing student. By definition of a radian, 



g = vdt r , 
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ar..d .. , de v 
(Al = d't = r=, (2 - 10) 

whereJ~isthe angular velocit~ in radians per secondo 

' 
Fig. 11 

Now, referring to the figure, it is seen that if de 
becomes very small, the angleo< approaches de; and dv, 

the change in velocity, is perpendicular to a line bi

secting dS. Therefore, 

dV =Vd& 

and dividing by dt, 
dV de 
dt = a = V dt , (2 - 11) 

where a is the center-directed accelerationo 

Using equation (2 - 10), 

v2 2 
a = r = rrnu)/sec. (2 - 12) 

Again, i.t is evident that the student's background in 

the calcului is essential for the reading of this book. The 

relations between linear and angular velocity, arc length, 

radian measure, and the like, are essential. 
.• 

The following differential equation appears in the text, 

and the following solution $iven: 



Separation of variables yields, 

or 

d 

2~ r dx 
d ) 0 'x2f3 

/fiff;;_ 
d=~ 

3 t. 

2eEb m ctt , 

The following equations are taken from the text, as 
i 

further examples of how complex the mathematics is. 

d 2 r rd2r dr 2 , 
ctt2 • Lctt2 - r (cit) + J 

i d 2 dBJ r dt ( r dt] • ! 1( co s0 + j sin B ) » 

f9:: maS = ~ k (r2 ~:) 
dr = Be dt , 

f 21t' 

I =J~1T O ( d (wt) = 

On a more elementary level, the following equations 

show the need for the laws of logarithms: 

I III k Ea 
' 

Rewriting equation (5 16), 

log I= log K ~ a log E. 

(5 - 16) 

(5 - 17) 

32 

Also, on an elementary level, the following equations 

show the need for the laws of exponents: 

(5 - 18) 

Solving for V, 

V = E 
X .4/3. 

(d') . (5 - 19) 
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The equation, j = - k V sini,1t + keo~ cos wt, taken from 

the text, shows a two-fold need. The student should have a 

comprehension of the sine and cosine functions, in order to 

analyze the equation. Also, occurring here is the traditio

nal symbol for angular velocity, as is t, for time. Thus, 

the student needs to know radian measure, and the relation 

between linear and angular velocity. 

The following sinusoidal waves are taken from the text:. 

· + 

e9::. £S1NWt 

Fig. 12 

Improper integrals occur in the text. The following 

is an example: 

v = J: f ctr = J: 4rr e: r' e 
dr = 41T E~ y • 

The following simple equations show the manner in which 

inverse trigonometric functions are used: 

.. , 2 -1 ,_\ ,J • -1Eo 
wt = tan -wRC; 1:.1'1= sin Em • 

In summary, it may be stated unequivocably that this 

text is among the more complex that the student will study. 

It stresses algebra of a very complicated nature. 
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Both the differential and integral calculus are in abundance, 

and are rather complicated. Radian measure and logarithms 

are also used extensively. The table below summ~rizes the 

frequencies more completely. 

Table 5. Quant~tative Survey of the Mathematics in Electronic 
Engineering Principles,. by J. D. Rydero 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

No. of 
Occurrences 

105 

74 
20 

5 
4 

12 
14 
40 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 16 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 4 
3. Applications of the derivative. 8 
4. Partial derivatives. 8 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
J. Applications of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 

54 
18 

10 

The sixth text in electrical engineering which is ana= 

lyzed for mathematical content is Industrial Electricity, 

by C. L. Dawes. 

This text does not contain any very intricate mathe

matics. There is no calculus at all~ though trigonometry 

is extensiveo 
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The author gives recognition to the preponderant quantity 

of trigonometry, as the titles to the appendix attests. They 

are as follows: Circular Measure -- The Radian; Trigonometry 

-- Simple .Functions; Functions of Angles Greater than 90°; 

Graphical Representation of Trigonometric Functions; Trigo

metric ·Formulas. 

The author, however, does not rely on the student's 

background entirely, as the following from the text will show: 

Example: Find the sine of ' radians. 

2 rr-radians = 3 60° 
4rr radians • 720° 

!±1! radians= 24·0° 3 . . ' 

sin 2400 • - sin 60° = - 0.866. Ans. 

The author, throughout a large portion of the text, 

attempts to aid the student by analyzing the mathematics for 

him, which is quite unusual for textbooks in engineering. 

In discussing sine curves, for instance, the author gives 

the explanations with his figures. The following figure 

shows how much a.id the student is given in understanding the 

addition of sine curves. 

Fig. 13. 
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Vectors are used quite often, which give rise to solu

tions of triangles. The ]following figures show vector addi

tion by parallelogram and triangle method: 

(a) ( ,. 

Fig. lii.· 
.1 . 

(b) 

The equation, i = Itn sinwt = Irn sin Tr ft., reveals 

the student's need for radian measure. With IA), in the 

foregoing, as the usual symbol for angular velocity, and f 

as frequency, it is apparent that radian measure, degrees 

to radians, and the relation between angular and linear 

velocity is one of the real needs of the studento 

The following equation, from the text, is recognizable 

as a statement of the law of cosines: 

E; • E 2 + E; - 2 EE r .. Cos B • (40) 

Solving (40) for cos e, 
E2 E2 E2 

Cos B = ~EE( ":'" ,. (41) 

There are, of course, some numerical computations in 

the text, which are generally not very complex. A few 

typical examples are given here. 
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1 
Xe : 21T 60 x 0.000025' = 106 ohmso 

z =Jo2 ... (56.6 ~ 106)2 =fio2 .,. {-4904)4 

= 2500 + 2440 = 70.2 ohms. 

Right triangles are solved. The Theorem of Pytha-

gorus is employed, as are the trigonometric functions, sine, 

cosine, and tangent. The other functions are never employed. 

The following equations show the use of these trigonometric 

functions: 

cose. R R 
.JR 2 + {XL- Xe) 2= z ' 

IXL - IX XL - Xe 
tan8 = e 

IR • z 0 

There is some employment of the concept of proportion, 

and some of the laws relative to ratio and proportion are 

used. For example, the following is taken from the text: 

N1 I1 = N2 I2 , 

therefore, D N2 
I2 

. -, N1 

also, V1 I1 • V2 I2 
' 

hence, Il • V2 = NJ. 
I2 V1 N1 

In order to read this book, the student needs a basic 

understanding of logarithms, their definition, their laws 

of operation, and the meaning of the term, base. The fol

lowing equation is given in the text: 

i = AT 2€~{ , 

where Eis the natural logarithmic baseo 
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The Pythagorean relation quite frequently gives rise to 

some computations which the student should be abie to make. 

The following are examples: 

Eab =fia~ + E:b + .jl.60 2 + 160 2 = 226 volts. 

Th~ following graphical method of constructing the 

sine curve is taken directly from the text. It is given 

here, since it shows in such graphic form how the trigono

metry teacher can directly aid the engineering student. 

Fig. 16 

In summary, it can be stated that the mathematics 

within this text is less complicated than in most texts. 

Only algebra and trigonomet.ry occur, with some emphasis on 

the use of the sine and cosine curves, and on vectors. 

Radian measure is also a topic which occurs, though not 
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very prominently. The following. table, s:urmnariz:es · ·the fre.;. 

quencies more completely : 1 

Table 6. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Industrial 
Electricity, by C. L. Dawes. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

l. Formulas containing trigonomet:ry. 
2, Use of logarithms. 
3, Numerical solution of triangles. 
4, Use of radian measure. 
5, Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
$, Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

42 

32 
3 
4 
4 

34 

40 
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The seventh t;ext in electrical engineering which is ana .. , 

lyzed for me.thema.tical content is ~3=,~ctr:is. Circui1 ang, ~fa9]1Jl1!it 

Experiments, by F. W. Hehre and J. A. Balmford. 

Although this is a laboratory manual~ it contains a good 

sampling of the mathematics to b~J found in most of the elec

trical engineering texts. Mathematics on nearly every level 

is to be found; algebra, trigonometry, graphs, vectors, and 

differential equations all occur. 

Quite a number of purely algebraic formulas are present, 

of which the following, from the text, a.re t,ypical: 

KD 1 ( RE( + R s ) llll KD 2 ( R s _., Rs + X ) ; 

X ~ J.Ql:.- D 2tLJig_j;Jitl 
D2 
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The student is expected to supply values {or_ .the un

knowns in the above formulas, and compute desired numbers. 

This text contains many trigonometric expressions, a 

few graphs, and some figures involving vecto~s and sinu

soidal waves. The following figures, with the .accompanying 

formulas are taken from th;e text: 
i 

I 

.Is,,..,. 

Fig. 17 

I sin¢= jLl - ( I cos¢ + I-v + Ip) 2 , 

I = J( I cos¢ ) 2 + ( I sin tp ) 2 • 

- In a number of places throughout the text there are for

mulas in which trigonometric functions occur. The following 

are quite charact.eristic of such formulas: 

W,A = E I,A cos (30° + ¢;) 
We = E Ic cos (30° -¢) 

It is apparent, from the foregoing, that the student 

will need to know the expansion formulas for cos (A+ B), and 

cos (A - B). 
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The following are other examples, somewhat typical, of 

formulas in which trigonometry occurs: 

T : KW I 2 co S 8 2, 

P = E I cos w, 

Typical formulas in which differential equations, or 

calculus occurs, are reproduced here, as follows: 

de 
Ep = Np dt + I o Rp o 

In summary, the text stresses algebraic formulas, 

trigonometric functions, especially sines and cosines; 

differential equations occur, although not prominentlyo 

The following table gives a more careful summary of the 

mathematical frequencieso 

Table 7. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Electric 
Circuits and Machine Experiments, by F. W. Hehre 
and J. A. Balmford 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes an'd formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
J. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functionso 
8. Graphs of trigonometric f unctionso 

Higher Mathematics 

No. of 
Occurrences 

JO 

14 

2 
11 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 2 
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The eighth text in electrical engineering which is ana

lyzed for mathematical content is Design of Electrical !e.:e.§:.

ratus, by J. H. Kuhlmann. 

This textbook is a little unique among all the books in 

electrical engineering. It does not stress sinusoidal waves, 

nor radian measure, as do most of the other texts in this 

branch of engineering. Only a small amount of the mathematics 

involves calculus, most of it containing only algebra. 

It does not mean, however, that the mathematics in the 

text is not complex. The author leaves all of the mathematics 

to the student, and complex algebraic formulas and computa

tions are prolific. It is obvious that the author presumes a 

high degree of mathematical maturity on the part of the stu

dent. For example, he does not explain to the student how 

he obtains a step from the previous one. As a further ex= 

ample of the complexity of this text, the formulas numbered 

in the book do not exceed formula (230). A comparison with 

comparable texts reveal that numbered formulas are frequently 

twice that great. In Alternating Current Machines, by Puchstein 

and Lloyd, a book comparable to this one in content and size, 

the formulas number up to formula (479). 

It is, in part, the writing and construction of this 

text that make it difficult, and not entirely the material 

in it. For example, the following problem is taken from the 

text, precisely as it occurs. 



~he reactance voltage per coil is calcu
lated by formula;lOl. The data required 
for this formula are: 

ATPa = 5440, p = 6, ta= 1.0, ns= 15, m = 
2, p = 2.52, 
A= b • 1 - ; = 2.42 + 1 - ~ = 2.42, 1 = 

1.0, 
1 = 10. 5, ds = 1. 56, W. 8 • 0. 31, l:i = 7. 0, 
t1 = 0. 97' 
Wi = 1.75, s = 0.25, 1 = L - 1 = 27.1 -
10.5 = 16.6 
4.25 1 ~::= 4.25 X 10.5 6:§~ = 224 
9.35(1 - li) log 2t - Ws= 9.35(10.5 - 7) 

Ws 

log '2 X 0.97 - 0.31 - 23 6 
IO 0.31 - •. 

2.03 li W - W: 2.03 X 7 1.75 - 0.31 -
~ s 0.25 
ol. 9 - 1 

8.12 l~= 8.12 X 16.6: 135] 
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The foregoing problem is worked, as we see, without any 

identifying numbered formulas or without explanations on the 

part of the author. Nothing but numbers and algebraic sym

bols meets the eye of the student. The numbers obtained in 

the problem, 224, 23.6, 81.9, 135, 1.708, are not labeled, 

though they are later used in a formula. 

This type of problem occurs, again and again, in the 

text, making it one of the most difficult encountered. 

Although calculus is not prominent, the following ex

ample is taken from the text: 

1. J. H. Kuhlmann, Design. of Ele.ctri.cal Apparatus, .Third. 
EditioD (New York, 1950T; p. 117. 



¢= JB/2 

h dx 
4 X 3 . 2 X 2 q -:-d-1 -+'--(T""X-IT-) 

h d1 +i:r!! 
= 25.6 TT loge 2 

d1 

The student will find only three basic needs in these 

foregoing examples: First, he will have to know the basic 

integration for J·~ . Secondly, he will have to know how 

to change logarithmic values, from one base to another. 

Finally, some algebraic skill will be necessary in substi

tuting the limits, and arriving at the final form. 
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In a few places, differential equations occur, although 

there is no solution given for them. The following are ex-

amples: 
di 

er = ( L + M} d t , 

di 2i a 

dt = t, 

di m .· ) 
dt=A+m-lK.ns(2Ia 

The symbols,/ , .!( , tL , occur with enough frequency, in 

texts of this type, to merit some attention. The following 

are taken from the text~ 

L.1-?t: 
Wi ::: 2 

.:> 
w, = 1. 5 t1 • l 

Although trigonometry does not play a dominant part in 

this text, it occurs on an elementary level in quite a few 

places. The following, from the text, is typical: 



and 

si,..,...,= d 
SJU\ t 

I 

= 31.2°, and cos = o.g55, tan = 0.605. 

X 90°) =s 0.966. 

sine In the following, the trigonometric identity, case 

= tane ~ is employed: 

S = C sine< + b + d = l _tr (D + ds 
s 2 coso<. p sine,( + b i' ds 

There are some formulas in which trigonometric func-

tions occur)) but in which no numerical examples are vmrked. 

The following, are typical. 

Ka _ -U:fd + sin 1Tfd 
- 4 sin fd ;r 

2 

Al ;-::: ~-t _l = ,si~7T 
.J I I 

The following? somewhat complex figure is taken from 

the text, and trigonometric equations derived from them: 

~\ 
,' f 

/,,. I 
/ I 

~~~~~_.Z~9r--,-~~~~~""-'.~-r.;._,_--.1~1;d 

Fig. 18 
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From the figure, the :following equation is derived: 

Another formula involvint trigonometry is given here, 

together with a numerical application: 

( co sB Px - sin 9 Pr) 2 
P = cos9 pr .., sine PX+ 200 

= 0.80 X 0.844 + 0.60 X 4.37 

+ (0.80 X 4.37 - 0.60 X 0.844) 2 
. 200 

= 3.376 
Although the text is written in such manner that the 

mathematics is difficult to follow, only once does the au

thor bring in a topic beyond that given in undergraduate 

courses. 
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Fourier series and wave analysis occurs in one place in 

the text. The following figure, and equations demonstrate 

the nature of the topic. 

Fig. 19 

Bx • B 1 sin x + B:a sin 3x + Bs sin 5x + B, sin 7x 

Ba lr dx 
2 1 ' 1 1 = -Ff Bx = if (Br+ 3 Eh+ 5 Bs+ 7 B1} 

. 0 ' 
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In summary, it- can be stated that in this, as in many 

of the other texts, algebra is predominant, although trigo-

nometry occurs rather prominently. Of more than usual in

terest is the occurrence of Fourier series and wave analysis. 

Most of the trigonometry is only by way of using formulas, 

and there is not a great amount of the more intricate opera-

tions of trigonometry. The following table summarizes the 

mathematical frequencies more completely: 

Table 8. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Design 
of Electrical Apparatus, by J. H. Kuhlmann 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

'I'rigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure . 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Integral Calculus 

No. of 
Occurrences 

280 
3 

65 
9 

3 
2 
2 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 2 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. J 
3. Application of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier s eries, etc. 7 

The ninth text in electrical engineering which is ana

lyzed for mathematical content is Electrical Illumination, 

by J. O. Kraehenbuehl. 

This is one of the few textbooks in electrical engineer-

in.__.:E in which little mathematics occurs. Nothing beyond 



tri . .gonometry is to be founp., no calculus of any descriptiono 

The following are some examples of algebraic formulas 

that are taken from the text: 

therefore 

OP= 12 
' 

I F = -w, 

F = IW o 

The following excerpt, taken from the text, 
illustrates: 1 

(a) The area of the circumscribed cylinder, 

(b) The area of the hemisphere, 

(c} The area of the zone, 

The area of the sphere is the same as the 
area of the surface of the circumscribed 
cylinder with the same altitude. In 
trigonometric terms, the solid angle of 
the zone will be, 

2rrr2(cos~2- cosB1) = 2 (cosB 2- cos8 1) = r2 

since the solid angle is the area of the 
zone divided by the radius square~ 

2. Jo O. Kraehenbuehl, Electrical Illumination (New York,1942), 
Po 1040 



Solid geometric considerations are shown again, from 

the following figures and formulas: 

Fig. ~O 

The following equations are copied, and are a little 

more complex than others within the text: 

It =/(50 X 1 + 86 X 0.84) 2 + (50 XO+ 86 X 0.543) 2 J 

I 1 = J{l22.24)2 + (46.70) 2 = 130.9 amps. 
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In summary; the mathematics in this text is very elemen-

tary, in'cluding only simple algebra, trigonometry, and geom

etry. The following table summarizes the mathematical 

frequencies a little more completely: 

Table 9. Quantitative Survey of Mathematics in Electrical 
Illumination, by J. D. Kraehenbuehl. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

34 
2 

25 



Table 9 -- Continued 

Trigonometry 

2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 
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No. of 
Occurrences 

1 
3 

The tenth text in electrical engineering which is ana

lyzed for mathematical content is Alternating Current 

Machines, by A. F. Puchstein and T. C. Lloyd. 

This textbook contains mathematics, even more complex 

than that found in the ordinary courses in undergraduate 

mathematics. There are to be found, for example, problems 

leading into Fourier series, differential equations of higher 

order, as well as some very complex definite integrals. 

'!'he author presumes the student' e background in mathe

matics to be such that he can follow the material. Complex 

steps are taken, where the student is expected to supply 

the details from his own knowledge 0£ mathematics. 

Formulas involving complex algeb~a., fractional exponents 

and radicals, and funot1ons of sine, cosine, and tangent occur 

quite frequently. Sinusoidal curves are in the text, as is 
' 

~eotor addition, though neith~r as prevalent as in some of the 

othE}:r texts. 

As would be ext,@CtEld, the rttifflet'iQa.1 eornputllti61'H3 a.rel quite 

complex, Although algebr~ and trigonom@try dominats th~ text, 

thi~ doe$ not imply that ths calculus, ev@n advan~sd topi~s of 

oaloulus, do not boour in sc;ms abundru1crn. 
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d 
The formula, e = - N dt f(8,~), presumes a considerable 

maturity on the part of the student. In the first place, it 

presumes that he knows the meaning of a function. Also, in 

order for the symbol~ to designate total derivative, he 

must know that e and¢ are both functions of time, t. The 

following, from the text, is an application of this formula: 

e • - N d ( @,,, cos w t) 
dt 

= tJN ¢,,, sin wt. 
This solution is left entirely to the student. The forms 

for ~v sin u, and ~v cos u, is used in this solution, and 

occurs quite frequently throughout this text. Also,WJhere, is 

the usual symbol for angular velocity; its value is given, 

t.J= 2rrf, where f is the frequency. Thus, radian measure is 

seen to be quite important to the understanding of many elec

trical engineering formulas. 

The imaginary uni.t, j, given by the relation, j 2 ::: - 1, 

plays a prominent part in many equations throughout this text. 

The following formula, followed by a numerical example, is 

taken from the text: 

Eo =Et• I (Re+ jXa) (cos9- j sinS), 

E0 = 254 • 236 (0.048 • j 0.503) (0.8 - j 0.6) 

= 346. 

A formula, in which only algebraic symbols occur is 

taken from the text, as it is typical of many others: 

R • (1 + 0.004 t~) X 9.7 ic Na 
X n 
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where to = temperature in degrees Centigrade. C 

le • mean length of one turn in feet. 
Na = series turn per phase. 
A = area of one conductor in circular mils. 
n = number of parallel paths per phase. 

The following, from the text, shows some of the needs 

of the student; especially does it show his needs in calculus 

and algebra: 

'i r. lT = A rr Ll - cos 2 

-p!-tt 
A_) sin ~rr dx 

0 

The following, from the text, shows the needs of the 

student. No intermediate steps are supplied, it being presumed 

that the student can supply them from his own background of 

mathematical experience: 

e = - N l 10-8 volts. 

If(/;is assumed to follow the sine law, 

r/J = ¢max sin 2rr ft. 

e = _ N g,( @m.sin 2rT.ft.) 10 -8 
dt 

(61) 

1111 - N tcos 21Tft. X 2,r ft. X 10-8 • 

The following is taken from the text, to show a typical 

vector figure: 

Fig. 21 



The following definite integral, from the text, shows 

again certain needs on the part of the student: 

l it 
4 tr2~2f 2D 
-- w 10-16x 2 dx ............ d" .... ....,,,,K--

o 
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There are some problems within this text, as in some of 

the others, in which ratio and proportion is used extensively. 

The following illustrate: 

(143) 

and Nae ~ !2 _ 
iifch - !i" - a • (144) 

By Kirchhoff's laWj I2 = Iab + Icb . (145) 

Transposing, Icb = I2 - Iah, 

The ratio) !ch = !2 - lab 
'.tili :t;;i; .. (146) 

Since, from ( 144), !2 
hl = I1. a, r, = 

then, !ch a lo iaE = -
The following formulas, from the text, show the need 

for inverse functions: 

Ai t --1I 0 r si'n 9 
l.f O = an E o - Io r co s B ' 

Ai -lis r sin 6 
Y1 = tan Es - Is r cos 9 

Most of the integrals which occur in this text are of 

the form, f sin v dv, f cos vdv, fdv, or Jvn dv, as :follows: .. 
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d 
The derivatives are also of the form, dv ( sin u), 

d d dv (cos u), and dv (uh). The following are examples: 

The second derivative is, 

The student, here, is expected to begin with this func-

tion and derive its second derivative. 

Several examples of some of the numerical computations 

are given here, as each text seems to have its unique types. 

r .. O 0000785 +· 2 X 0.0000? 27 X 1. 
• 2 sin .,.,. 2 

'!I ., 
= 0.0001343 ohm. 

k : 2 3 X 10-18(8 X 2,0l0,000)2X 48 
• 0.0001343 

= 212 lb - ft. 

This latter computation reveals the studentYs needs for 

the laws of exponents. 

The following definite integrals are given here. Although 

some of this type have been previously given, they occur so 

frequently that they merit some emphasis. 

zr: 

Ed " ~ 1; Em COS<>\ d.c. 

2 Z Em 
rr 



.E.... i~ E = Em 2rr _.,;ose dG 

= Etrl 1?_ sin rr 
;- p 

R = ~ li!. cos he d6 
_ 2T . h rr 
- hTI"" sin P . 
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There are at least two chapters in the text which contain 

mathematics that is completely out of the undergraduate level. 

While it is barely within the scope of this study, the 

differential equation .for o-scillation with damping action is 

given. This is, of course, in all elementary courses in 

differential equations. It is, as follows: 

J 
d2o(l'I'\ k d d,.'" I 

dt2 + dt + k2o<. = R • 

Its solution is, 

o(l"'\= AE h,1,+~) t + B t-ol.•~) t + * 2 J 

where, o( = ~ ' fo = J ( ~j) - ~2 

On a level even higher than this is the text's use of the 

Fourier series. This topic does not occur ordinarily on the 

undergraduate level but is found usually on a lower graduate 

level. The expansion of functions into their Fourier series 

is accomplished in this text. The following expansion occurs: 

Y = #- [ sin x + } 3 · x + ~ sin 5 x "' •. ] NI. 

In summary, it can be stated that in this, as in so many 

of the other texts, algebra and trigonometry predominate. Of 
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some interest, however, is the occurrence of some higher mathe

matics, particularly Fourier series. Vectors, logarithms, 

radian measure, sine and cosine waves, and exponents and radi-

cals deserve special mention. The following table summarizes 

the mathematical frequencies more completely. 

Table 10. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Alternating 
Current Machines, by A. F. Puchstein,and T. C. Lloyd. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 
3. Application of the derivatives. 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
3. Application of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential eq~ations, Fourier series, etc. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

122 

47 
12 

5 
14 

8 
45 

6 
12 

2 

6 
7 

13 

This completes the texts for electrical engineering. It 

is of some value to consider them compositely, so a summary 

is here included. 
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SUMMARY OF THE TEXTS IN ELECTRIC AL ENGINEERING . The 

texts in electrical engineering are replete with mathematics 

of all levels. To be sure, some of them contain much more 

than others. A comparison of K. Y. Tang's, Alternating 

Current Circuits, and J. O. Kraenhenbuehl's, Electric Illumi-

nation, are good contrasts, with the former contai ning very 

much more mathematics than does the latter. Trigonometry is 

stressed, especially the use of vectors. It is important to 

note the occurrence of higher mathematics, especially Fourier 

series . Also, the integral calculus is a topic of prime im-

portance. 

The following table gives a dual summary: (1) the number 

of texts in which the given items occurred , and (2) the total 

occurrences for all the texts. 

Table 11. Quantitative Summary of the Ten Texts in Electrical 
Engineering 

No. of Texts Total of 
Algebra Occurring. Occurrences. 

1. Elementary Processes and 
formulas. 

2. Solution of Equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

1. Differentiation of algebraic 
expressions. 

2. Differentiation of transcendental 
expressions. 

10 
4 

10 
6 
3 
7 
5 

10 
8 
8 

l 

4 

1087 
15 

399 
54 
12 
46 
23 

263 
93 

180 

16 

19 
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Table 11 -- Continued 

Noo of Texts Total of 
Occurring. Occurrences. 

Differential Calculus 

3. Application of the derivatives. 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Integral Calculus 

2 
1 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental ex-

pressions. 
3. Application of the definite integ;'.'"' 

ral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier 
series, etc. 

',7 

2 

7 

7 

16 
8 

84 

82 

6 

97 



Part II 

A Survey of the Mathematics in the Chemical and Petroleum 
Engineering Textbooks 
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Introduction. The texts considered within this chaper 

are given here in the order in which the student studies them. 

They are as follows: Inorganic Chemical Technology, Second 

Edition, W. L. Badger and E. M. Baker; Industrial Stoichiometry, 

W. K. Lewis and A. H. Radasch; Elements of Chemical Engineering, 

Second Edition, W. L. Badger and W. L. McCabe; Volumetric and 

Phase Behaviour of Hydrocarbons, B. H. Sage and W. N. Lacey. 

The procedures are followed, as explained in Chapter 1. 

At the conclusion of each text will be found a short summary 

and a table. We begin with Inorganic Chemical Technology, 

Second Edition, by W. S. Badger and E. M. Baker. 

This textbook contains a great many chemical equations, 

but little mathematics. There are formulas given, however, 

which involve logarithms, and even differential calculus. 

There are no integrations, nor is there any trigonometry. 

The following formula is taken from the text: 

X + C 

K = (a - x) fb - 0.5x ) 
00 - 0.5x 

Of course, this is purely algebraic, but the following 

formulas involve logarithms: 

log K = 87I5 = 4.46. 

log 216,000 0 
K = 4.58T + 1.75 log T + o.4. 

The following equations involving calcul~s are taken 

from the text: 



dw = de KA A p, 60 

de 
dt . 

The following simultaneous equations occur in the text: 

117.BY + 10 + 12o5Z = 105.JX + 12.5X 

117.$Z +/ '.l.2.5x • 117.BY + 12.5x 

12.5Y = 117.BZ + 12.5Z 

Solving these equations gives: 

X = 0.095 

Y • 0.0101 

Z • 0.00098 

In summary, the text contains almost no mathematics. Al

most all in the text has been reproduced. The following table 

summarizes the mathematical frequencies more completely: 

Table 12. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Inor~anic 
Chemical Technologa, Second Edition, by W. L. adger 

an E. M. Baker 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. · Use of logarithms. 
3, Nu:p.erical solution of triangles. 
4, Use of radian measure. 
5, Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7, Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

3 
1 

3 

2 



Differential Calculus 

2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 
3. Applications of the derivative. 
4. Partial derivatives. 
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No. of 
Occurrences 

The second of the texts in chemical and petroleum engi

neering which is analyzed for mathematical. content. is 

Industrial ~toichiometry, by W. K. Lewis and A. H. Radasch. 

This textbook is concerned, largely, only with the ele

mentary mathematics involved in balancing chemical formulas, 

setting up proportions and solving for a variable, and other 

such simple algebraic operations. Only linear equations 

occur, although simultaneous linears occur with two, and even 

three, variables. The arithmetic computations are not diffi

cult, and do not include the extraction of roots. There is 

no trigonometry or calculus. 

The following typifies the type of arithmetic computation 

occurrring th_roughout the text: 

623 ( 29. 92) = 
29.92 - 0.$7 642 cu. ft., 

l5.90 X ~§:~~ = 4.34 tons, 

~~~2f7:l~.l = 50.3% 

100 21.21 - 14.11) % 
14.11 = 50 •3 • 

From the foregoing, it is obvious that the computations 

in the text are not complex. Moreover, they are not more 

difficult than these taken directly from the text. 

The following algebraic equations are taken from the text: 



·1oox 
6.66 - ~ - (7.62 - x) 7.2 = 4, 

21 

x • 1.74 mols. 

19.3 + 18.78 + 0.0109x = 0.0817x + 0.1848x 

62 

7595 = (97,900 + 934x) + 62,soo + 1,515,000 + J,OS6,ooo, 

X = 718 lb. 

?ince the foregoing equations typify the linear equations 

in the single variable, it is apparent that the student should 

have no difficulty here. In fact, an average student in ele

mentary algebra should be able to solve such equations. 

The following, from the text, are examples of equations 

involving two and three variables: 

. ' 

0.324x + z = 27.75 

(0.1955 - 0.169x + 0.2ly + z = 30 
2 

o.563x + 0.79y = 70 

These equations when solved give: 

X - 45.1 
y • 56.5 
z ~ 13.13 

Another example, is as follows: 

(0.10) (0.2004)x + 0.4197y = 63.42 
(0.451 (0.2004x + O.lJOOy = 20.SO 
(0.45) (o.2004)x + o.07ooy = 11.42 

The text stresses linear equations in one, two, or three 

variables. The following table summarizes the mathematical 

frequencies more completely: 
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Table lJ. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Industrial 

Stoichiometry, py W. K. Lewis.and A. H. Radasch. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary process and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

12 
19 

The third text in chemical and petroleum engineering which 

is analyzed for mathematical content is Elements of Chemical 

Engineering, Second Edition, by W. S. Badger ana·.w. L. McCabe. 

This textbook in chemical engineering contains only a 

moderate amount of mathematics. At no place is the mathematics 

very complex, though it should be stressed that it occurs on 

nearly all undergraduate levels, even including differential 

equations. It is difficult to state precise areas of mathe

matics covered, since the book is large, and a very wide area 

is taken. 

The numerical computations are not complex; there is some 

attention given to logarithms, especially that of changing 

from one base to another; algebraic formulas are prevalent, 

especially those involving fractional exponents, or radicals; 

differentiation and integration occurs only on an elementary 

level. 

The following numerical computations are, perhaps, a 

little more complex than that found throughout most of the 

text: 

h = 0.725 ·y«o.396.a16~t·x 6-~ 6~t·is~~oa) (960.6), 

h • 1.711. 

u = 1 
1 0.00~01 1 

10.58 - 22 - 236.4 
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= 1 
0.09450 ~ 0.0000177 t 0.00423 

= 1 = 0.09875 10.130 

The following are taken-from the text to show the student's 

needs for logarithms: 

Eq~ation (9} may be rewritten in the form, 

logy• log a+ ll log Xo 

Another equation is given, as follows: 

D 
Hpo = K log d . 

(9) 

Under certain conditions (336) becomes, 7.5 

.(336} 

.Q.&.Z . 
= K log Oo31 ' 

from whic~ K = 16.75. 
I·· 

In order to solve the foregoing for K, the·estudent should 

know the laws of logarithms. 

The following algebraic formulas are taken from the text 

to demonstrate the degree of complexity of some of them: 

h _ 0 0:'111,_,1::. 5 k_ ... _,-:-~<'.Du)· 0 d ( .Q.£· ) o.4 
- •·. Jr;';) ·1·. µ . 0 k 0 

~~.· . 

In several places, simultaneous linear equations occur, 

and even in one place, with four variables. The following 

are typical: 

946w + 55,000 ( 21 7 - 7-0) = 967x 
967x + (55;000 - x) (217-186) = 986y 
9S6y + {55,000 - x - y) (186 125) = 1,022z 

X + y + Z = 44,000 

From these equations: 



X.., 13,610 lb. 
y = 14,660 lb. 
z = 15,730 lb. 
w 1111 22,460 lb. 
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In the foregoing set of linear equations, the answer, 

and not the solution, is supplied by the text. It is assumed 

that the student's algebraic background is such that he can 

supply the missing steps. 

This is an unusual engineering text, in that trigonometry 

occurs infrequently. The following equations are taken from 

the text: 

V = e 
m = r sin~ , 

e = t coso<. = ur coso{ , 

ur coso<>r sin~ , 

u > tano( • 
_AB r+d 

coso<. - AG = r 'Ii' R • 

These formulas, and only a few others, occur throughout 

the entire text. The inequality sign
1
~,' L , and>, occur here, 

as in several other places throughout !::the text. 

The text·gtves a discussion for the computation of an 

area under a curve. The following is taken from the text: 

~t should be remembered from the first 
principles of integral calculus that the 
value of a definite integral, f(x)dx, is 
the area bounded by the curve off (x), 
the ordinates x = Xa and x = Xb, and the 
X - axisJ 3 

3. W. L. Badger and W. L. McCabe, Elements of Chemical 
Engineering, Second Edition (New York, 1936), p. 11. 
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The following (igure accompanies this discussion: 
,<:l, 

Fig. 22 

The following differential equation occurs: 

dt ) q = k ar ( 2TT rN .. · ( 51) .. 
In order to integrate equation (51), it is necessary only to 

separate the variables t and r, as follows: 

Equation (52) can be integrated, as follows: 

ft-; t2 

~ .Q;!:. = 271'. Nkf dt 
11 r q /11 ' 

ln r2 - ln r1 • 2I[Nk (t2 
q 

k ( 27T N) ( t 2 - ti) 
q = ln r2 

rt 

ti} ) 

(52) 

·Js.t· In several places throughout the text, the form ·: ·.::~··'~1•,;1):-, · 

occurs, as in the foregoing example, and the following: 



J ' dt 
WC T1 +wet_ (we+ l} 

1 wr we 
From (81), the following is derived: 

WC 
- WC 1 ln we + 

Jl 

= Ua . dL 

0 
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(81) 

The fo.llowing differential equation makes use of the 

same ~erm £or its solution: 

Separating the variables in (90), 

~a(;c_ t) dt ~dL, 

from which, the following is derived, r · WC t Ua(T - t) dt = dL 
1 0 

With few exceptions, the integrals 

; dv 
V • The following demonstrate: 

= LI 

are of the 

f j £1 a f __ { 
0 

...l~ _ DF o dF __ DF0 l fi. 
fJ J uc - ARo f F AR O n F 2 , 

2 

Q SH2 d (kH) __ 11 _ G l . Hs . - H l 
H H .11.,c - - n H H k · s- · k ·s = 2 

:a1 

JWo 

(90} 

(91) 

form 

The 

:w1 

mathematics here i.s not difficult for the student 

who has been through the calculus. However, the algebra is 
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of some difficulty, and the undetermined constants make these 

forms more difficult than would ordinarily be the case. 

In summary, it can be stated that the bulk of the mathe-

matics is concerned with algebra although there is a consider

able use of logarithms. Also, there is a little mathematics 

to be found on all levels. The following table summarizes 

the mathematical frequencies more completely: 

Table 14. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Elements 
of Chemic.al Engineering, Second Edition, by W. L. 
Badger and W. L. McCabe. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

o. of 
Occurrences 

38 
12 

8 
14 

7 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 6 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 
3. Applications of the derivative. 4 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
). Applications of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 6 

The fourth text in chemical and petroleum engineering, 

which is analyzed for mathematical content is Volumetric 



and Phase Behaviour of Hydrocarbons, by B. H. Sage and W. N. 

Lacey,. 

This text contains more intricate mathematics than 

any text reviewed. It deals with rates of change of tempera-

ture, with respect to time, for volumes of various gases. 

Since the volume occurs so often as a function of several 

variables, the partial derivative occurs r epe. a te.d ly. 

In fact, so important is this topic that the author devotes 

an entire chapter to what he titles, Some Mathematical 

Concepts. 

The subtitles of this chapter will give some idea to 

the mathematics encountered. They are, as follows: Vari

ables; Space Co-ordinates; Slopes; Differentials; Partial 

Derivatives; Integration; Analytic Methods; Partial Dif

ferential Equations involving Several Independent Variables; 

Application of' the General Equation; Graphical Methods; 

Co-ordinate Scales; Residual Methods of Graphical Represen

tation; Graphical Differentiation; Simple Differentiation; 

Numerical Differentiation; Residual Differentiation. 

One could obtain an idea of the mathematics from the 

entire ~ext, by studying just this one chapter. A few 

direct quotes from the text prove to be of interest to the 

mathematician. The following is from the text: 

~he rectangular cartesian system utilizes axes at 
right angles to each other meeting at a point 
called the origin. Cartesian co-ordinates in 
three-dimensional space permit the ~imulataneous 
representation of three variables~ 4 

4. B. H. Sage and W. N. Lacey Volumetric and Phase 
Behaviour of Hydrocarbons tHouston, 1949T;° p. 12. 



Again, from the text: 

[A slope may be de.fined as the instantaneous 
rate of change in one variable with that in 
another variable. The slope of a curve at 
any given point on the curve ~t that point. 
The slope of the tangent cap. be readily 
evaluated, since it is a straight.line, by 
ascertaining the corresponding change in 
value of one variable for a unit change in 
the second, which is ordinarily the inde
pendent variable~5 
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From the topic on partial derivatives, the following is 

taken: 

[When only one independent variable is per
mitted to change, all other independent 
variables being kept constant, the ratio 
of the infinitesimal increment of the de
pendent variable to that of the independent 
variable is a partial derivative. In this 
case the symbol d is used in place of the 
d used in total differentials]6 

Several graphs are given to demonstrate the meaning of 

the derivative, in terms of the curveo The following, is 

one such three-dimensional graph~ 

Fig. 23 

5. Ibid., Po 16. 
6. Ibid., p. 170 



The following are taken from the chapter titled, Some 

Mathematical Conc~pts: 

Slope= 

<l V 
(-;:rf") P,t 

- - (-2.!) 
Jr 

The following formula is taken from the text: 

b 
Log P =a+ T, 
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where a and bare constants. If both sides of the equation 

are differentiated, the resulting equation is: 

~(Log P) = b 
d (1) 

T 

[since the rate of change of Log P with 
respect to a change in 1/T is a constant, 
a graph in which Log Pis used as one co
ordinate while 1/T is the other, both 
being plotted on linear scales, would 
show the relation in the form of a straight 
line ';J 7 

The foregoing are all taken from the chapter on mathe

matical concepts. It was offered in this study, as it is, 

of course, typical of the mathematics in the text. It is 

noteworthy that the mathematics occurs almost entirely on 

the level of analytical geometry and above, there being 

no trigonometry, and the algebra occurring on a very ele

mentary level. There are no very complicated numerical com

putations involved. 

7. Ibid., p. 23. 
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'·· 
In order to giye some idea of the mathematics within the .. ,,, 

text itself, the following is given: 

dV (dV) , dV) dT 
dP • S'P T .+ Ca T p • dP 0 

To demonstrate a few of the formulas occurring, which 

a-re purely algebraic, the following are taken from the 'text: 

n= .AD = .AD 
AD+ BD + DE GJ 

+ n V • n n 

The following is taken from the text, with the cryptic 

statement after it: 

[ dm. 
m 

This equation cannot be integrated unless tne 
composit~tn of the coexisting phases is known 
as a fundtion of the prevailing pressure. It 
may be treated graphically •••• 
Equation (78) may be written in the following 
way to permit it, ready solution by a pro
gressive graphical or mechanical integration. 

Upon integration, this expression yields: 

(78) 

(79) 

The process of integration occurs in several places 

throughout the texto 

8. Ibid., Po 1560 
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Logarithms occur in several places throughout the text, 

as the following will demonstrate: 

~ = a + 1. 0 7 5 - a Log ( 't} - 3 8 ) 
.10 

T = d 138 - d L (~ 3d) 
~ 0.6812 og I - o 

Log d = 1.580a ~ 0.598. 

In summary, the mathematics in the text is quite complex, 

with emphasis on graphing, partial and total derivatives, and 

integral calculus. The following table gives a more complete 

summary of the mathematical frequencies. 

Table 15. Quantitati~e Survey of the Mathematics in Volumetric 
and Phase Behaviour of Hydrocarbons, by B. H. Sage and 
W:-N. Laceyo 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas 
2. Solution of equations. 

·Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure . 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

No. of 
Occurrences 

38 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 8 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expressionso 12 
3. Application of the derivatives. 
4. Partial derivatives. 24 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressionso 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
3. Application of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

12 
16 



Table 15 -- Continued 

Higher Mathematics 
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No. of 
Occurrences 

· 1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 4 

This text concludes those of chemical and petroleum engi

neering. The following summary for the entire chapter follows: 

Summary. The fields of chemical and petroleum engineering 

contain relatively little mathematics. Algebra is the only 

topic that occurs consistently. One topic, however, which was 

found to recur was partial derivatives. This is the only 

field in which this topic occurs profusely. 

The following table gives an overall total, that is, it 

gives the total number of texts in which the given topics 

occurred, as well as the total occurrences for all the texts: 

Table 16. Quantitative Summary of the Four Texts in 9hemical 
and Petro·leum Engineering 

Algebra 
1. Elementary Processes and 

formulas. 
2. Solution of Equations. 

Trigonometry 

No. of Texts 
Occurring 

4 
3 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 1 
2. Use of logarithms. 2 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 1 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

1. Differentiation of algebraic 
expressions. 3 

2. Differentiation of transcendental 
expressic;rns. 1 

Total of 
Occurrences 

91 
32 

8 
17 

7 

16 

12 



Table 16. -- Continued --

Differential Calculus 
No. of' Texts 
Occurring 

3. Application of the derivatives. 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Integral Calculus 
. v· 

1. Integration of algebra:ic 
expressions. 

2. Integration of transcendental 
expressions. 

3. Application of the definite 
integral. 

4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier 
series, etc. 

1 
1 

2 

2 

1 
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Total of' 
Occµrrences 

4 
24 

15 

24 

:.6 



·Part III 

A SURVEY OF THE MATHEMATICS IN THE CIVIL ENGINEERING TEXTBOOKS 

Introduction. The texts considered within this chapter 

are given here in the order in which the student studies them. 

They are, as follows: Short Course in Surveying, R. E. Davis 

and J. W. Kelly; Engineering Mechanics, F. L. Singer; Hy

draulics, Second Edition, E.W. Schader and F. M. Dawson; 

Strength of Materials, Fifth Edition, J. E. Boyd and S. B. 

Folk; Field Engineering, Twenty-first Edition, W. H. Searles 

and H. C. Ives; Substructure Analysis and Design, Paul Ander

sen; Structural Design, Hale Sutherland and H. L. Bowman; 

Structural Drafting, Second Edition, C. T. Bishop. 

The procedures are followed as explained in Chapter 1. 

At the conclusion of each text will be found a short summa·ry, 

and a table. We begin with Short Course in Surveying, by 

R. E. Davis and J. W. Kelly. 

This book is hardly a textbook, in the usual sense, but 

more of a handbook for students in elementary surveying. The 

course is taken by all students in the school of engineering, 

and normally comes within their freshman year. 

There is little mathematics in the book and, as would be 

expected, that which occurs is directed toward mensuration. 

Angles, triangles, sides of plane figures, and the like, 

occurs frequently. Except for a few trigonometric formulas, 

ordinary high school mathematics is all that is required to 

be able to read this book. There is no calculus within the 

text, and only a little trigoQometry. The following figure• 
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together with the accompanying formulas, is taken from the. 

text. 

--------JI-----

Fig. 24 

D = Ks coso( + C. 

H = Ks co so{ + C coso(. • 

V = Ks cos~ sino<.. + C sino( • 

V = i Ks sin 2o<. + C sino( • 

H = Ks coso<. {approx.). 

V = i Ks sin 2o'.. {approx.). 

The following purely algebraic formulas are taken from 

the text: 

(P - Po ) L 
-Cp -- AE 

C = w21a w21 J. 

24P 2 = 24P 2 . 

d' (a - b) + (d - c) = C + 2 

'In summary, this text is more of a handbook than a 

textbook. Its mathematics includes only elementary algebra 

77 
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and trigonometry. The following table gives a more complete 

summary of the mathematical frequencies. 

Table 1Q. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Short 
Course in Surveying, by R. E. Davis and J. W. 
Kelly. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

23 

14 

The second of the texts in civil engineering which is 

analyzed for mathematical content is Engiheering Mechanics, 

by F. L. Singer. 

This book is taught to all beginning students in engi-

neering at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, since it contains 

material basic to the student's future needs. It contains, 

perhaps, as varied a curricula of mathematics as any of the 

textbooks under consideration. 

Scalar and vector quantities are introduced in the early 

part of the text. Dimensional checks, conversion of units, 

numerical accuracy and rounding off of numbers are then in

troduced. The double angle formula, sin 2e = 2 sine cos9 

is used, as is the general solution for quadratic equations. 



The following figure ~s given, together with the 

formulas: 

/='::: -y ~Z:,t ,t::y 2 

ion 8x- 6-' 
F.>r. 

Fig. 25 

+Y 

Fy 

It is thus evident that the Pythagorean Theorem, the 

rectangular co-ordinate system, and the definition of the 
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trigonometric functions are needed early within this courseo 

The solution of triangles by trigonometry, including the law 

of sines, also occurs early in the text. The simultaneous 

solution of linear equ,itions ~ in tvm a,nd three ·variables, is 

also a topic occurring. 

Vectors, and their resultants, in three dimensions is 

p.r·ominent. The f 'ollo•r""'nc· I<:'io·ur-e ~--0om-pa.,..,l0 '"01 b-_.1 • ---~ 1,',..L .. ,:j . -i:) .,_ , o·~ ~· -. _u_ ~ .. t,b.e ~forTGt1J_a_s 

will demonstrate: 

z. 
Fig\, 2 6 
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The foregoing, is introduced here, in complete form, as 

an example of the stress that should be laid on the co-ordinate 

system of three dimensions, especially the meaning of the direc

tion cosines of a straight line in space. 

A differential equation occurs in the early part of the 

text, and, without including all of the author's steps, the 

following will illustrate the mathematics requisite to an 

understanding of this topic: 

(a) dN (T + dt) sin ~e 
(b) dN = T de , 

( c ) dF • fT d9 , 

( d) d T = fT de , 

r\iT JB 
( e) )T, T = f de ' 
(f) i~g ~ = f 0(3 o 

T sin.,= O, 

The foregoing differential equation is developed in con-

sequence of a pulley and belt. It is clear then, at this 

point, that the student needs to know something of circular 

motion, central angles, radii of circles, and their relation 

to tangents drawn to the point of contacto The student needs 

.to know the meaning of differentials, how to integrate ele

mentary forms, and the computation of definite integrals; an 

understanding of the nature of logarithms should be knowµ, as 
·;.,/, 

well as the laws of logarithmso 

Chapter VII of this text is titled, Centroids and Centers 

.Qf. Gravi tY-o· The treatment does not vary from that given by 
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I 

the calculus texts. 1t begins with a definition of center of 

gravity, then continues with a treatment of centroids deter

mined by integration. The following formulas are given: 

Ax= Jx dA 

A y = f y dA 

( 1) 

The text then continues to the computation of centroids 

for the following~ arcs of circles, triangles, circular sec-

tors, and parabolic segments. The following definite integrals 

occur: 

~ f ~ ~cos6 dQ, 
0
(h - y) y dy, ~k x 3 dx. 

The Theorem of Pappus is introducedii and illustrative 

problems offered, finding the surface area of a cone, and the 

volume of a hemisphere, by revolving a straight line and a 

semicircle, respectively, about a fixed linee 

The chapter continues with the centers of gravity of 

solid bodies. Formulas for three dimensions, analogous to 

(1) are given, for example, 

Vx = Jx dV 

Vy = Jy dV 

Vz = 5 z dV 

Chapter VIII is titled, Moments of Inertia. By way of 

definition, the following formulas are given 1 

Ix ... f y 2 dA. 

1r ""j x 2 dA. 
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A definition of polar moment of inertia is given, thus at least 

an elementary concept of polar co-ordinates is neededo 

Formulas for radius of gyration and the transfer formulas 

for moments of inertia are given. Only elementary algebra is 

needed to follow these formulas" 

The text then continues by using illustrative examples to 

compute moments of inertia for rectangles, triangles, and 

circular sectors. These are done by setting up differentials 

of moment, and integrating. The following definite integrals 

occur: 

These examples are followed by one in polar co-ordinates, 

that of finding the moment of a circular sector. Here, double 

integration is used. The following integrals are set up and 

solved: 

Jr
0 
f 2rr 

0 
P 3 sin 2B de 

4t1T 
dP ~ 4), sin20dl3 • 

The text next considers moments of inertia, with re-

spect to inclined axes. Here, the formulas for rotation of 

axes are used, as are some double-angle trigonometric identi-

ties. The following figure and formulas will help illustrate: 

Fig. 27 

V "" y co Sol,. = X sino<. 

u =i y sin""- + x co so< 

cos 2~ = 1 + cos 2c,1,. 
2 

1 = 
sin2o(. = 

cos~ 
2 



Ix + Ir Iu = 2 
1v1•' 
.::.1. -+ 2 

l Ycos 2o{ - pxy sin 2o( 

Iv Ii + Ix ~ - Ix cos 2o{. + Pxy sin 2o( = 2 + 2 

The following, familiar, trigonometric identity occurs: 

cos ( 2o( + 2e) = cos 2o<. COS 28 - sin 2o( sin 28 G 

The text continues with a definition of radius of 

gyration, and the formula, k = ~, is given. This is 
f · .. 

offered in some calculus textbooks, but i:ferhaps most engif: 
'f 

neering students are unfamiliar with this formula at this 

stage of their course work. 

Next, the transfer formula for mass moments of intrtia 

is developed, and given in the following form: 

I= I 0 + Md. (2) 
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In order to develop this form, the author uses the eqµ.at:Lon, 

I = JP 2 dM. (3) 

By making use of the Pythagorean theorem, and squaring the 

binomial, (a+ b)~ the author makes a substitution for P2 , 

from which he d~rives (2). 
,, 

Chapter VIII is concluded with some illustrative ex-

amples on this topic. 

The next few chapters deal with dynamics, and contain 

many formulas, familiar to the physicist. For instance th~ 

following forms for velocity and acceleration are given: 

(a) lim AS ds V : At = at .d-t~o 

(b) lim AV dv a = At = dt 4t-,o 
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{d) v dv =ads. 

The text then gives Newton's second law in equation form, 

w 
R = g a ( 4) 

Then treating (4) as a vector equation, and resolving into 

components, he obtains, 

X = w 
g ax 

w 
(5) y = -a g y 

w 
z = g az 

A knowledge· of vectors, three-dimensional rectangular 

co-ordinates, and direction numbers will make (5) clear. The 

following familiar forms appear:,. 1 

(a) dv = a dt 

[dv t' 
(b) = at dt, 

0 

( C) V = V0 + at. 

(d) ds = V dt, 

(e)f ds =( v dt 
o lo 

t 

= /
0 

( V0 + at) dt, 
V ·s 

(f)Jv: dv.= aJ
0
ds, 

(g) v2= v!• 2 as. 

The text gives a treatment of motion curves, and area 

under a curve is considered. The following figure and formu

la will illustrate: 



Fig. 28 

The following quadratic equation occurs, and is given 

here, as it shows a certain mathematical need: 

- 300 = 1414 sin 45° X t - 16.1 t2. 

The following formulas occur, showing the need of both 

algebra and trigonometry: 
W v2 
1L!: v2 

tan9 = w "" gr • 

2 v2 
cos{)+ gL cos8 = 1 = O. 

t = 2rrJf 
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In summary, this text contains a great deal of mathe

matics on all levels, and the following table summarizes the 

mathematical frequencies more completely: 

Table 18. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Engineer
ing Mechanics, by F~ L. Singer. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas 
2. Solution of equations. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

336 
37 



Table 18. -- Continued --i 
' 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Integral Calculus 

No. of 
Occurrences 

63 
12 
38 
44 
29 

212 
4 
3 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 40 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 18 
3. Applications of the definite integral. 22 
4. Multiple integ~als. 6 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential Equation, Fourier series, etc. 15 
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The third text in civil engineering which we analyze for 

mathematical content iis Hydraulics, Second Edition, by E. W. 

Schoder and F. M. Dawson. 

This text contains a great deal of mathematics, and al

though it contains some calculus and trigonometry, the greater 

portion is algebra. There are a great many formulas that are 

purely algebraic; logarithms occur in a few places, and even 

differential equations. The following algebraic equations are 

taken at random from the text: 

h = (El_ E2) + (z1- z2 ), w w 
V 2 Vi h=ij 2g, 
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The foregoing are typical of a great many formulas in 

the text. The following are also quite common, and are given 

here, as they show the occurrence of exponents: 

b = 0.815~h 2 + 4800, 

b =/f h' 

Q = 3. 33 ( L - 0. 2h) h312, 

Q = 3.33L(h + a ~~)312, 

o.,25 V 1.75 

h = J ( ~} + L j)L25 , 

R = DVP 
u 

The following graph is taken from the text: 

JI 
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Two of the laws of logarithms are given to aid the stu-

dent. The following differential equation is taken directly 

from the text, and the solution given verbatim. 

The differential equation then becomes 
dQ • dA Xv, or.~Q = (Ldy - L: dy) 2gy = 
L 2g ( y~dy - ~ y1ll2d_y) , which upon inte

gration gives Q = n LH 2gh. Wptin~ this 
in the form Q = AV, we have Q = ~ X l3 2gh.9 

Another very interesting differential equation is taken 

from the text: 

XL dv 
dx • 

Integrating between the radius limits of o 
and x and the corresponding velocity limits 
Ve and v x, where Ve is the center velocity 
and vxthe velocity at radius x, noting that 
in going out from the center dv is negative, 

whence 10 

Since,the text is in hydraulics, there are many topics 
I 

I 

in the book, normally taught in the student's last term of cal-

culus. For example, there are problems involving water pres-

sure on dams, first and second moments, pressure centers, 

9. E. W~ Schoder and F. M. Dawson, Hydraulics, Second Edition 
(New York, 1934), p. 107. 

10. Ibid., p. 243. 



centroids, and so forth. The following definite integrals 

are taken at random from the text: 
h h 

Q = i L dy V2 gy = L~2gf~ y~dy = 

Lh t J2 gh. 
1 r 

V = rr r2Jo 2rrx dx Vx ' 

z2 
P = w sin8f dA z2 • 

Jz1 
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Some formulas involving trigonometry are reproduced here: 

Horizontal distance = j b [c;sB- ~ tan8sin~ , 

V - V cos a a = t 
Qw 

. .,.,.fx = ( 1 - co S a) g V , 

Py= sin a Qw V 
g 

V u ... ----2 cos z • 

In summary, this text contains some trigonometry, cal-

culus, and even differential equations. Its chief emphasis 

is-algebra, however, and the following table summarizes the 

mathematical frequencies more completely. 

Table 19. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Hydraulics, 
Second Edition, by E. W. Schoder a:rid F. M. Dawson. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use·of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

165 

21 
6 

3 



Table 19 -- Continued--

Trigonometry 

7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of the trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 
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No. of 
Occurrences 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 2 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 
3. Applications of the derivatives. 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
3. Applications of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

The· fourth text in civil engineering, which is analyzed 

for mathematical content is S.trength of Materials,Fifth 

Edition, by J.E. Boyd and S. B. Folk. 

This text contains more mathematics, on all levels, than 

any of the books reviewed for this study. It contains mathe

matics through double integration ahd second order differen

tial equations. One of our students has declared, "It con

tains more mathematics than all of the college math books." 

This is scarcely an exaggeration • 

. Numerous integrations, and differentiations are made, 

principally on algebraic, rather than transcendental expres

sions. There is no stress on radian measure and sinusoidal 

waves, such as occurred in the texts in electrical engineering; 

in fact, trigonometry is not so prevalent, as is the calculus. 

Elementary algebra, including the solution of equations, occurs 

frequently. The algebra and calculus are so woven in together 



within the framework of mariy of the problems, that the book 

appears almost as a mathematical text. 
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The following is taken verbatim from the book and is an 

entire unit of the text: 

[Internal Work in a Beam. The unit stress 
at a distance ;;-from the neutral axis of a 
beam is ~v. The interna$2work or resili
ence per unit volume is 2E. If an element 
has a cross section dA ancr length dx, its 
volume is dA dx and the 'internal energy is 

S2 . Mv 2 . 
dU = 2E dA dx = 2Er2dA dx 

Total work in beam = JJ~;I2 v2 dA dx 

The integration of this equation with re
spect to v as the variable gives the work 
done upon the volume of length dx between 
two vertical planes. Throughout this vol
ume x, Mand I are constant. The integral 
of v2 dA across the beam from the bottom 
to the top is I. 

Work =}~~I dx 

This equation is used to calculate the in
ternal work in any beam. Unless Mand I 
are constant, they must be expressed as 
functions of x before integrating. 

For a uniform beam under constant moment 
M, Eq. (163.~) becomes 

_ M 2 J _ M 2 [ .11 M2 l 
U - 2EI dx - 2EI xJ ~ 2EI 

O 0 

For a beam supported at the ends with uni
formly distributed load, 

M wlx wx2 
= 2- 2 · 

U :: 8~~ ( 1 
( fx2 - 2lx3 + x4 ) dx 

U w2°[i2·x3 lx4 x1:w21s ='ffl ---+---3 2 5 ~ 240 EI 

For a cantilever with a load on the free 
end, M = - Px. When the section is con-
stant, ;1 

p 2 p 2 [ . R p2 ia 
U = 2EI x 2dx = 6EI x~ = 6EI 

o D 



For a beam supported at .the ends with a 
load Pat a distance, a, from one end and 
at a distance, b, from the other, the re
action at the end of the length a is P2, 
and the moment in this length~- The 
work in this part of the beam is 

p 2 b 2 I(A. p2 b 2 a 3111 
U = 2EII2 x~x : 6EII2] 

0 
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The foregoing was taken from the text, as it typifies so 

much of the mathematics. None of the above integrations were 

transcendental, all being algebraic. The following graph is 

taken from the text: 
---
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The following series of differential equations are 

given from the book, their continuity being undisturbed 

from the text: 
11. J. E. Boyd and S. B. Folk, Strength of Materials, 

Fifth Edition (New York, 1950), p. 334. 



[successive Differentiation of Equation 

of Elastic Line. It has been shown in 

preceding articles that the derivative 

of the deflection is the slope, the de

rivative of the slope is the moment, and 

the derivative of the moment is the sheer. 

To show some of these relations a series 

of equations may be written as follows: 
~ ~ d2M _ dV _ 

EI dx4 = EI d:x.8 = dx2 - dx - wl 

in which w'is the load per unit lengtho 
~ ~ dM EI dx3 = EI dx 2 = dx = V = sheer equation. 

Q.:Y EI d:e EI dx2 = dx = M = moment equationo 

~ = B = slope equation. 

1 12 ya equation of elastic linej 

The following is also verbatim from the text~ 

differential equation is 
' d2 y EI dx2 = - Px 

DI £.Y. = - Px 2 + C1 dx 2 

At the wall, where x = 1 the beam is horizon
tal and £le= 0. 

dx £.Y. Px2 Pl2 
EI dx = - 2 + 2 

Pxa r12 x 
Ely - - ~ + ~ + C~ 

At the wall x = 1, y = O. 
Pl3 P13 

0 - ... 0 + 2 + C2 

'Pl 3 
02= - 3 

12 . I b ,i d, p • 19 7 • 
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. Px:3 PI2 PI 2 
Eiy = - o + 2 - T 

p ' 
Y = - oE'I ( 2 13 - 3 12 X + X 3) 

The maximum deflection is at the free end, 
where x = o. 

PI3 
Ymax • - JEI 

If_x = kl, in which k is a fraction less 
than unity, 

Y = - ~~~ ( 2 - 3 k + k 3 ) ] 13 

The following definite integrals are taken at random 

through the text: 

T = 21f S r r 2 dr = 21t s ( a3 -
1 b 3 3 

Eiy = - P fax(x - a)dx = - P[~ -
- f (213 - 3 a1 2 + a 3). 

P 11 
E - d PI3 
· Y - - 1I m IX X = - 2Im ' 

·.Ey -wl2 J( ) wl2(1-a)2 = 2I m a X - a dx = - 41m 

1a ho 
Ey = -· 30{ x2dx - 540 X dx = - 942ll840 . 

o a l8 
TT k 211 ·3 TTl K2 a 4 

Total energy = 1 G 
O 

r· dr = 4a 
1 f ( 2 2 3 w2x4 U = 2EI P x + Pwx + ~) dx = 

0 ' 

I [ P2i 3 Pwx4 w 2x~? 1 P213 Pwl4 w215 

2EI 3 + 4 + 20_J= 6EI + 8EI + 40EI 

Pw fh 3 2 Pw [x·4 ·ax3] 1 
U = 2:EI a (x - ax ) dx = 2EI 4 - 3 . a 

The text treats extensively topics such as moments of 

inertia, radius of gyration, centroids, and so forth. These 

13. Ibid., p. p. 161 - 162. 
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topics, of course, are normally given in the student's last 

term in calculus. The following is taken directly from the 

text. 

[Center of Gravity of Some Areas •. 
the center of gravity of an area 
by the expressions 

_ Ge dA 
X = A 

b dA -=~ y A 

The location of 
is determined 

The center of gravity of an area is frequently 
called the centroid. Example: Locate the 
centroid of the area which is bounded by the 
X axis, the oridinate x =~'and the curve 
y = x"". 

XI 

Area =J
O 

x dx = 
Moment of area 

~+I 
= x, 

h + 1 
= [xNl-r~l; 

n + 2 
0 

n + 1 114 
X : n + 2 Xlj 

n + 2 
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The following familiar formulas are taken from the text: 

Although most of the material in this text is algebraic, 

rather than transcendental, the following formulas, in which 

trigonometry occurs quite prominently, are taken from the text: 

S1 A sec9= SA sinb - SA cos8+ SA tanB sinS, 

S 1= ! Sx(l + cos 29) + S8 sin 29, 

P sin8 • Pu cos9 • A sece. 

14. Ibid, p. 383. 
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In summary, it can be stated that this book, together 

with F. L. Singer's Engineering Mechanics, contain,s more com

plicated mathematics than the other civil engineering texts 

combined. Elementary algebra, including the solut.ion of 

linear equations, is widely used, ·as are formulas in which 

trigonometric functions appearo Radian measure and trigo

nometric identities occur frequently. Probably the most 

noteworthy thing, however, is the predominance of calculus, 

involving even.differential equations. Differentiation and 

integration of algebraic expre$sions are particularly pro

lifico The following table summarizes the mathematical fre

quencies more completelyo 

Table 20. Quantitative Survey of Mathematics in Strength ·of° 
Materials, Fifth Edition, by J. E. Boyd and S. Bo 
Folk. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithmso. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
$. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

No. of 
Occurrences 

150 
22 

33 

15 
18 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 38 
2. ·Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 8 
3. Applications of the derivative. 16 
4. Partial derivatives. 



Table 20 -- Continued 

Integral Calculus 
No. of 

Occurrences 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 58 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 4 
3. Applications of the definite integral. 12 
4. Multiple integrals. 5 

Higher Mathematics 

1. · D_ifferential equations, Fourier series, etc. 12 

The fifth text in civil engineering which is analyzed 
.. 

for mathematical content is Field Engineering, Twenty-first 

~dition, by W. ~: Searles and H. C. ives. 
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This is not a textbook, in the usual sense, but rather a 

handbook for the surveyor. Much the greater part of the book 

comprises only tables •. Surveying techniques, useful figures, 

formulas, and the like, constitute about one-third of the book, 

the remainder is in useful graphs and tables •. 

It is difficult to describe the mathematics involved, ex

cept to say that it is all with mensuration as an end. !s a 
,:A• 

l 

surveyor's handbook, it simply describes how to measure, ind 

compute. 

·The authors, in the preface, make the following statement, 

in regard to mathematics: 

15. 

[An elementary knowledge of algebra, geometry, · 
and trigonometry on the part o·f the reader 
has been taken for granted, as a command of 
these instrumentalities is deemed essential 
to the education of the civil engineerjl5 

W. H. Searles and H. C. Iv.e.s, Field. Engineering, Twenty
first Edition (New York, 1936), p. p. XI, XII. 
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It is especially important that the student know geometry 

and trigonometry, especially solutions of triangles, both right 

and oblique. The versed sine appears prominently throughout 

the book, as do the functions, secant, and cotangent. 

The following figure is taken from the text: 

o ----R-----t A 

Fig. 31 

In the right-angled triangle, VOA, we haveii 

VA= OA X tan VOA, 

T = R tan! 

Referring to the same figure, and formula, the follow

ing is from the text: 

()xample: What is the tangent distance of 
a 4° curve with a central angle of 30°? 

D • 4° R (Table I) 
~ = 30°, 1 = 15° 
Ans. T = 383.89 feet 

log 
logtan 
log 

3 .15615~ 
9.428052 16 
2.584203 

The mathematics in the foregoing is quite a good exam

ple of that required throughout the text. The geometry, 

trigonometry 3 logarithms, and arithmetic computation needed 

for the solution is quite evident. 

Since most of the mathematics is repetitious, it is 

needless to point out many explicit formulas 1 or problemso 

The following, however, are formulas, taken at random from 

16 • I b f d . , p. 41.;,. 

\ 
I,, ... __ _ 



the text: 

sin id= 150 sin i D, 

t2= (100 - c) sin i (D - d) , 

Ml• 

R -

R vers i (.A - 2D) , 

1 E - E1 
R = e sec .l.c1 , 

2 
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In summary, the text contains formulas, both geometric, 

and trigonometri cJ designed as an aid in measurements. The 

following table summarizes the mathematical frequencies more 

completely. 

Table 21. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Field 
Engineering, Twenty-first Edition, W. H. Searles 
and H •. C. Ives. 

· Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
J. Numerical solution of triangles. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

120 

116 
65 
12 

The .sixth text in civil engineering which is analyzed 

for mathematical content is Substructure Analysis and Design, 

by Paul Andersen •. 

The mathematics occurring in this book is rather complex, 

even covering such topics in calculus as hyperbolic· functions. 

In general, however, it does not go beyond that covered in the 

undergraduate course in the calculus. 
. .... \ 
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There is extensive use of al~ebra, especially algebraic 

formulas. The trigonometry involved is not very complex, con

sisting largely of definitions of sine, cosine, and tangent. 

The trigonometric expressions, tan2 (45 - ~), tan3 (45 - ~), 

tan (45 - ~), occur, again and again, although there is not an 

instance in which such expressions are expanded. The calculus 

is, on the whole, rather elementary, with the exception just 

referred to, namely, the occurrence of hyperbolic functionso 

The following figure is taken from the text. 

T 
(J 

_l_r.::._+-~~~~~~~~-

Fig. 3 2 

'. 

The symbols,> and~' occur often, not only in this text, 

but in numerous others. For example j the expression, Pa>Pn 

tanr/J + C occurs in the text, which also shows the need for 

the student ts understanding of undetermined constants. 

The following formula, involving trigonometry is taken 

from the text: 

p = q tan2 (45 - ~) - 2c tan (45 - i), (1 - 12). 

The same equation, solved for q, gives, 

q = p tan2 (45 + i) ~ 2c (tan 45 + .i). (1 - 13}, 
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Substituting in (1 - 12) l) p "" o ~ q .., 100xll, gg 20° l) C ~ 400~ 

the following equation occurs~ 

lOOx tan2 (45 - } 20) - 2·400 tan (45 - i 20) ~ Oj 

X ~ llo4 fto 

The skills involved i.n th:ts example are self=evident, 

and reveal certain algebraic and trigo:nomet;ric needs of the 

student. Since this is offered .in t,he t;,ext 5 vli thout any in= 

tervening stepsj) it is evident t;hat the st;udent is expected to 

supply those steps from his own background of algebra and trig-

onometryo 

The following 11 are additional f'orrrn.:::las 9 i.n which trigono-

FE i!!!l 
h cos 

1 = -;J1srn-,{ sin 

As in most of t,he engineering textsj) t,here are some rather 

complex numerical compu'tati.onso from the textj) 

are typical~ 
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The following trigonometric equation :i.s given·» the so= 

lution coming from the studentVs background~ 

tan2 (45 = .) ~ i 2 2, 

= 19° 301 
0 

Again the student must rely on his backgroundj as the 

text offers the following quadratic equation: 

2800 a2 + 1200 X 4a = 94-, 000 l) 

a ... 5 fto 

The calculus employed involves both differentials and in-

tegrals, of trigonometricj) and purely algebraic functions. A 

few differential equations are solvedl) and maximum and mini= 

mum values are computed. As an example of the latt,erl) the 

following is taken from the 'text: 

:e ~ ~-2 X tan v =· tan2 v tanaS 0 

A 2 · tan~ 

.Another· equ?,tion.of interest is taken from the.text: 

n_,. ~ ~ X _:..._sl.n - ]k X t"' 2 (l 5 - !£ ) 
r,n...2 1 ~ h2 ,,/, 

~ 2 l • sin - 2 ~n ~ 2 ° 

Since the student is expected t,o supply all the omitted 

material, from the foregoing maximum computationl) it is cer= 

tainly evident that it is expected of him, that he be profic

ient in the calculusi trigonomet.;,ry~ and algebrs.o 

The following is taken from the text to illustrate the 

studentVs basic needs for differentials~ 

vb dx ~ dT; (4 = 6) 

but 

therefore (4 - 7) . 



then Eq. (4 = 6) becomes 1 dM 
bjd di 
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(4 - 8) 

The integration involved throughout the text is not very 

complex, but, as previously, the student is expected to supply 

details. The for'lowing is typical~ 
L 

.t,. • i,i: J. ( p - i f', xl dx • 

Since 

then 

fx = ~ fa , and i fa L ::; P s 
,L 

(6 - 27) yieldsj A= h J (P 
I() 

1 2 = EA X J L X Po 

X 
= It P) dx 

(6 - 27) 

(6 - 28) 

In summary, the text stresses algebra and trigonometry, 

and to a lesser extent 7 differential and integral calculus. 

Solution of algebraic and trigonometric equations, both occur. ,. 

The computation of numerical values from a given form:t:tla also 

occurs frequently. The student. is expected to have a good 

basic understanding of algebra and trigonometry in order to 

be able to read this text. The following table summarizes 

the mathematical frequencies more completely. 

Table 22. · Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Sub
structure Analysis and Q§_sign~ by Paul Andersen. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

118 
40 

56 

1 



Table 22 -- Continued== 

Trigonometry 

6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 
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No. of 
Occurrences 

3 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 1 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 
3. Applications of the derivative. 1 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 2 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
3. Applications of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier seriesj etc. 7 

The seventh text in civil engineering which is analyzed 

for mathematical content is Structural Design_, by Hale Suther

land and H. L. Bowman. 

This book contains a moderate amount of mathematics. It 

emphasizes trigonometry, and algebraic formulas, in which radi

cals and fractional exponents occur. 

Although the mathematics is, generally, not very complex, 

it has a few rather unique characteristics; for example, it 

makes use of hyperbolic functions, a topic which only occurs 

rarely in textbooks of engineering. Also, the secant function 

is used, along with sines, cosines, and tangentsj which is 

again a little unusual for engineering books. Cartesian co-

ordinates are used, with rotation of axes. 
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It should not be inferred, however, because of these ur;i.ique 

characteristics, that the text contains intricate mathematics. 

With a few exceptions, it is quite moderate. Further, the 

mathematics is not extensive, as the early part of the text, 

which is the theoretical part, contains virtually all the 

mathematics employed. 

In some places, the ~rithmetic computation is difficult, 

though, perhaps, no more so than most of the books. The fol

lowing are taken from the text: 

h "" 60. 5 - 2 [2 0 23 20 0 25 ( 2. 23 + 0 0 56 )] - 20.25 + 19.22 

= 5EL 90 in. 

s = p (0.~08) ~~0.~08f + (0.167) 2 

= P (0.054 + 0.175) = 0.229P. 

Some of the algebraic formulas are a little unusualo The 

following are taken from the text: 

2r2(~) 
V = P D 

LC 

A great many of the formulas contain radicals, or frac= 

tional exponents. The following are examples from the text: 
a 

3MJl + b) 
as 

r 7~)2 ~ (mp)2 ... p /(*)2 + 

a "" O. 806g)F, . 
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The following, from the text, is an excellent example of 

· ,some ;of the algebraic skills needed by the student: 

a(xd) 2 bd2 (1 - x) 2 
2 = ___ .....,._2~--- 0 

ll' a.king the square root, x jf = 1 - x , 

and solving for x, 
1 i-~ 

X • 
1 

The following equations of rotation are given, and several 

examples worked by them: 

xi = cos</?+ y sin¢. 
yi • cosi/) - x 1sini/> 

The following :equatrlo.ns show the use of hyperbolic func-. ' , 
tions: 

LL 2a Q =· tann 2a - y;- (1 -

L L · 
R = 2a - tanh ,a . , 

1 ' 
Cosh L) J 

2a 

11. = LKEa [- h L a L L J 'f' tan a+ L sech{a - 1) + 2~ o 

Trigonometry occurs so frequently, that it is probably 

safe to say that it is the dominant topic of the/text. The 

following equations are given: 

M sin9 = s1 Ix coso( 

M cos9 = s1 ~ sine( 

Dividing (B) by (A), we obtain, 

tano( = - f; cot o( o 

(A) 

(B) 

(1 - 3) 

·The algebraic, and trigonometric, skills are self-evident 

her~. The student must know, at least, the fundamental identi

.· ties: of trigonometry. The following formulas, in which trigo

:rmetrie functions occur, are taken from the text: 
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P P ec L ~ 
A = A t A. r2 sec 2r J EI , 

S • (M sin9)y "'..JM cos9)x 
Ix .·· ~ • 

N (Ne sin9)y (Ne cos )x 
S = -A + - + -Ix Ir 

Al though·· calculus do es not play a prominent part in the 

text, it does occur in a few places. The following are taken 

from the text: 

M sin8 = f SI v dA ( y) , 

Since v = y coso( - x sin~, this expression becomes, 

M sin • Js1 (y2coso( - xy sino{ ) dA. 

Only one differential equation occurs in the entire text. 

The student is expected to solve the e,g:ri.1-a:ti.o~ from his own 
' 

background of experience, as the text does not do~so for him. 

The following equation is given: 

d2y _ P(y + e) 
ci'x]" - - EI · 

The general integral of this differential equation is 

y = CI sino<,x + C2 cos o(X - e • 

Since y = 0 when x = 0, 

Also, since y = o when x = L, 

0 = C:1 sino( L + e cos o( L - e, 

Ci= e(l - COSQ{ 1) 
sino( L 

o<L = e tan 2 . 
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The g~Jeral integral then takes the form, 

(t 'c,1.1 . 1) y = e an 2 sin ot. x + cos r.,{ x -

In summary, the student's needs for this text are princi

pally algebra and trigonometry, although some calculus occurs 

on all levels. The following table summarizes the mathematical 

frequencies more completely: 

Table 2J. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Structural 
Design, by Hale Sutherland and H. L. Bowman. 

Algebra 

1. Elementar~ processes and formulas~ 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
J. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

No. of 
Occurrences 

85 

20 

5 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 4 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 
J. Applications of the derivative. 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 5 

The eighth text in civil engineering which is analyzed 

for mathematical content is Structural Drafting, Second 

Edition, by C. T. Bishop. 
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'This book does not contain much mathematics. It is in 

the nature of a handbook, though not entirely that, either. 

Nothing beyond algebraic formulas and arithmetic computations 

occur. There is no trigonometry, or calculus, whatever. 

The following algebraic formulas are typical of those of 

the entire book: 

VB V . V 
Dr+ 12B = 12Dr • dr' 

fI 2fI 
mr=c=d 

The following arithmetic computations are also typical: 

3,270 = 4,290 ' 
.25{7 - 2 X 7/8)' ,· 

0. 6 = .,,,......,.,........3"!!'"'6 ..,.X,..,,,· -,!o,43.....,,,...X~3 0'"'"'4.i..,-,-= 
2 X 29,000,000 X 442 

The following table summarizes the mathematical frequencies 

more completely. 

Table 24. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Structural 
Drafting, Second Edition, by C. T. Bishop. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

60 
9 

3 g 
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Since this completes the texts in civil engineering, 

they are now summarized, both quantitatively and qualitative-

ly •. 

Summary. Civil engineering is replete with mathematics, 

as these texts attest. It is not unlike that of electrical 

engineering, with the stress on algebra, trigonometry, and 

integral calculus. Of the eight texts considered, five of 

them contained calculus, and all of them trigonometry. 

The following table gives an overall total, that is, it 

gives the tota.l number of texts in which the given topic 

occurred, as well as the total occurrences for all the texts. 

Table 2.5. Quantitative Summary of the Eight Texts in Civil 
Engineering 

No. of Texts No. of 
Algebra 

1. Elementary Processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of Equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Invers~ functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

Occurring Occurrences 

8 
4 

8 
4 
3 
2 
5 
1 
2 
1 

1057 
108 

326 
91 
51 
59 
63 

212 
7 
3 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expres-
sions. 4 45 

2. Differentiation of transcendental ex-
pressions. 1 8 

3. Application of the derivatives. 2 17 
4. Partialaerivatives. 
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Tabl$ 25 -- Continued 

No. of Texts No. of 
Integral Calculus Occurring Occurrences 

1. Integration of algebraic ex-
pressions. 4 108 

2. Integration of transcendental ex-
pressions. 2 22 

3. Application of the definite integral. 2 34 
4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier 
series, etc. 

2 11 

4 39 



PART IV 

A•SURVEY OF THE MATHEMATICS IN THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
TEXTBOOKS 

Introduction. The texts considered within this chapter 

are given here in the order in which the student studies them. 

They are, as follows: Elementary Heat Power, H. L. Solberg, 

O. C. Cromer,· and A. R. Spalding; Thermodynami.c Properties of 

Steam, J. H. Keenan and F. G. Keyes; Internal Combustion 

Engines, Second Edition, E. F. Obert; Power Plant Testing, 

Fourth Edition, J. A. Moyer; Applied :-..Kin~matlcs,, Third Edition, 

J. H. Billings; Design .2f Machine Elements, Second Edition, 

M. F. Spotts; Steam Power Stations, Third Edition, G. A. 

Gaffert; Applied Thermodynamics, V,. M. Faires; Refrigeration, 
.. • Second Edition, J. A. Moyer:.and R. V. Fittz; Steam Turbines, 

Second Edition, E. F. Church, Jr.; Heating, Ventilating, and 

Air Conditioning Fundamentals, Second Edition, W. H. Severns 

and J. R. Fellows. 

The procedures are followed as explained in Chapter 1. 

At the conclusion of each text will be found a short summary, 

and a table. 

The first of the texts analyzed for mathematical content 

is Elementary~ Power, by H. L. Solberg, 0. C. Gromer, and 

A. R. Spalding. .. 

This text does not contain much mathematics. Algebra 

· occurs only within algebraic formulas; a little use is made 

of vectors, a. few formulas occur using trigonometry, and only 

in one place does calculus appear at all • 

. 112 
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The following formula for work, due to a change in volume 

of gas is given: J:v2 

W = 144 p dV • 
vi 

Applying this formula, 

W = 144 ( 2 p dV • 144P)v~V = 144 P (V2- V1) , J v1 v1 
and, W = 144 X 100(2 - 1) = 14,400 ft-lb. 

The for~1oing con~iats of all the calculus in the text, 

T~ .fallowing figu:r-~, from th® t®xt, int:roduc(HJ v®ctors to 

th® student: A~ 

Vector A + Vector B -= V®etor C • Vector A ... Vector B ... Vector D 

Fig, 33 

From this figure, the following formula, involving trigo

nometry is given: 
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Applying this formula when o<~: ... ;;,20°, and V1 = 4240 fps., 

Vi, - 4240 cos 20 
- 2 

• 1990 fps. 

This is typical of the trigonometry in this text. It 

occurs only in a few formulas, and then, very simply. 

The following graph is taken from the text, as several 

of this nature occur: 

Fig. J4 
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:The algebra in this text is not very complex.· It occurs 

in formulas, and numerical substitutiOns are f:r;requently made. 

The following is characteristic: 

A = vf - vi 
X 'i ' 

Fx = ~ ( Vf - Vi ) * , 
Work • !'.! (Vf - Vi ) .§. • 

g 't 

In summary, this text contains very little mathematics, 

almost no trigonometry or calculus, and only very elementary 

algebra. The following table summarizes the mathematical fre

quencies more completely: 

Table 26. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in·Elementary 
Heat Power, by H. L. Solberg, O. C. Crom~r and·A. C. 

Spalding. \ 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. · Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

80 
3 

6 

13 

2 

The second of the texts which is analyzed for mathematical 

content is Thermodynamic Properties of Steam, by J. H .. Keenan 

and F. G. Keyes. 
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This is not a textbook in the usual sense. It is, 

rather, a short book of steam tables, which serve as materials 

from which this course is taught. However, in the introduc-

tory chapter, the authors have written many formulas containing 

rather complex mathematics. Most of these are here reproduced, 

and numbered precisely as they are in the text: 

dh = T ds + v dp 

dh = cp dT -~(i;)P - vJ dp 

cp dT + ( st (v"J') ~ dp = 
~1' 

(2) 

dh = [cv + v(~] dT + ( cl ( V1")) (~) dv d'T' P ~v 

Cp= (f,f )p+ p{~;\ ; du J C = (c:)T}u 

Gsat= Cp - T(dJL) QE. = C 
+ T(~)v * dTp dt ~. t 

Ch constant); (*) =µ = _ ( d~v;_)) 
~ Cp 

( 3) 

( 4) 

ah r}h) ( d( v'i} ) Cp = (JTJ ; - .,Uep = = . 
dP d 1'" p (5) 

cp= c1-.fo;;~)P dp = c1- {rt j(c){dv;) )P dp · (6) 

,~lt = - (N)p ; ,~)p = ~ • (7) 

v = [vr~ - TjJ.Lcpd~P 

L • T %¥ ( Vg - Vf l 

c g- cf = ~~ .,. (,a p) g - (J.L. p )f j . 

[ a + bx + cx3 + ex4l . 
1 + dx J 

· 12£.. x [ aI 1+ blx + clx:s] 
log Io pc "' T + d t x . 

The following graph is taken from the text: 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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Fig. 35 

The foregoing formulas, and graph, is almost in itself 

a summary of the mathematics in the text, but the following 

table gives a more complete summary of the mathematical fre-

quencies. 

Table 27. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Thermo
dynamic Properties of Steam, by J. H. Keenan and 

F. G. Keyes. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

28 
3 

3 
3 



Table 'Z'/) -- Continued --

Differential Calculus 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressi9ns. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 

118 

No. of 
Occurrences 

23 

8 
6 

The third text in mechanical engineering which is analyzed 

for mathematical content is Internal Combustion Engines, Second 

Edition, by E. F. Obert. 

There is a great deal of mathematics in this text, but for 

the most part, on an elementary level. There is no trigonometry 

although there are some definite integrals occurring. The fol

lowing numerical computations occur in the early part of the 

text: 

(a) hp 2 X 440 X 2 X 1,140 = 191. 
• • 33,000 

(b) fhp. PN 30.J·X 3,300 
0 ., 3 000 • 3 , 000 . ' = 3 3 • 3 

( C ) bh p. • bh p • · = 90 
· lhp. bhp. + fhp. 90 + 33.3 = 0.731 = 73.1%. 

As an example of the kind of graphs the student is called 

on to read, the following' is taken from the text: 
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0,6 

t'()O 

Work and energy formulas are developed, making use only 

of algebra. The following formulas are developed by physical 

laws: 

m • K2V2 
2 V2 ° 

This is typical of much of the algebra appearing in the 

text. Calculus is used in the early part of the book. Defi

nite integrals occur within formulas, the following of which 

typifies: 

There are also equations. The follow-

ing are typical examples: 
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dT .cJ.v. 
ds = c;. T + R v . 

T ds + v dp = cp dT. 

Many formulas occur where an understanding of proportion, 

or variation, is necessary. For example, the following gas 

equations are given: 

.ELY:z or t-12 = .E1.!.2. T2 ' .n PI V1 • 

Similar equations are, as follows: 

.E.1 = ( J!:2 )IYI or li = (~)11~ 1'2 V1 ' V2 

T2 ( VI r-• il (.EZ.)n-1 0 Ti = ;;:;- , or T1 = PI n 

These latter equations show the need for an elementary 

understanding of fractional exponents. The following equation 

also shows the need for a knowledge of exponents and radicals: 

YJ = 224 
V2 

., 

The following algebraic equation is taken from the text: 
~:-

(1 - x)(2 + x)~ 
x-3/l! = 5 • 

After squaring each side and reducing, the following cubic 

equation is obtained, 

24.xa ..,. Jx = 2 , 

the solution of which is x • .344. 

Since no solution is offered for this equation, it pre

sumes that the student knows already how to solve it. ·This 

is, by far, the most complex algebra to occur in this text. 
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Ratio and proportion continue rather extensively, as the 

following formulas from the text reveal: 

Ta- Ta Ta 
m 1 - D 1 - ~ 

're - Tb Tb 
1) 
1) • 

There is a great deal of mathematics of the type where 

either logarithms or a slide-rule would be needed. The fol-

lowing typifies: 

l4.7(3)L4 , 

1318(}) L2~5 

The absolute value sign is used in the text, as are the 

symbols, ;, , <- • The following demonstrate: 

1 ~ = WQa = W Qa W + J Qrj • 

More formulas occur in which the definite integral is 

used, as in the following: 

W = J> dv = j"p dv 1 

S 2 - S1 = n £ 2 cp ~T - n R0 ln ~ • 
Tl 

The student is expected to know scientific notation, as 

the following reveals: 

1. 218 X 10 -a -s 
l + 15 = 7.6 X 10 lbo 

,IJ.l11i~l .~·:nJt:;,13,,grationS, invo.1:~ in this· text are both transcendental 
,·,-.~·-·1,: jt, ,11_1.,·,)·!:' / 

' and algebraic. Some of them occur with some complexity, and 

the algebra involves exponents,, to fractional and negative powers. 
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· To show how complex the algebra may become, the following 

formulas are given: 
1..;;R 

V2 • VI ( ~) , 

1. 62 C ap1dg ma= 
fTi 

These formulas give. numerical results for~ v2 and ma, 

respectively, after the various constants are obtained from 

tables in the text. The need for logarithmic computation is 

evident. The following algebraic formulas are taken from the 

text: 

p = Jc ( 2N - ~}f • i CN 

p -
l CN 
2 

' 
0 

In summary, the text stresses the development, by alge

braic methods, of formulas to explain physical phenomena. 

Numerical computation, including the use of logarithms, occurs 

frequently. Algebra, including exponents and radicals, also 

occurs frequently. Graphs of various kinds occur Jn every 
• 

chapter. Calculus is not used much, although def'.knite in

tegrals of a very elementary type occur in a few places. 

There is no trigonometry. The following table summarizes the 

mathematical frequencies more completely: 

Table 28. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Internal 
Combustion Engines, Second Edition, by E. F. Obert. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

101 
8 



Table· 28 Continued --

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
3. Application of the definite integral. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 

13 
8 
4 

3 
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The fourth text in mechanical engineering which is ana

lyzed for mathematical frequency is Power Plant Testing, 

Fourth Edition, by J. A. Moyer. 

This text contains only a limited amount of mathematics, 

none of which is very complex. There is virtually no calculus 

and not much trigonometry; the greater portion of the mathe

matics is comprised of algebra. Logarithms occur in several 

places, as do a few formulas involving trigonometry. 

Chapter IV of the text is titled, Measurement of Areas. 

This chapter involves a little elementary geometry, and in

cludes such well known formulas as A = ;r r2 , C = -rrd, and so 

forth. It includes a treatise on approximation of areas, for 

example, the trapezoidal rule, and Simpson's rule. Also, the 

chapter makes use of polar co-ordinates. 

A few algebraic formulas are reproduced here, to demon-

strate some of the types: 

hp. 

bp. 

bhp. = 3i68 n2 d5 : 

= . 144k [ .El?. 0.29] 
3 3 , 000 ( k - 1 ) pv ( Pa } -l 

= (h1- b2) X Wa X 778 
33,000 X 60 
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T1 T2 = 
wR - r ' 

Wb wR -
T~ a r = 2 

The following equations are taken from the text to show 

how trigonometry occurs in various formulas: 

WX = PW1 Xe X cos w1 wx ' 
PWlcos PW1X = P01 cos P01 Y - W10 1 • 

area TPT 1= le (P0 2+ OT 2+ 2 PO• OT° cos a) , 

f _ W1 R sin a 
- rP 

Although logarithms are not for computations, they do occur 

in several formulas throughout the text, and the student will 

need to know their laws. The following, from the text is taken 

to show their occurrence: 

Logarithmic mean difference 
t - t, 

K 
w loge ts - tj = s ts- to 

T1 
f = 10g T2 

0. 43L~c 

The following graph is taken from the text: 

Fig. 37 
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The algebra employed is largely composed of formulas, 

and few algebraic operations are employed. For instance, 

there are no solutions of equations, and no use made of special 

factors. 

In summary, this text contains, largely, only elementary 

algebra. The following table summarizes the mathematical 

frequencies a little more completely: 

Table 29. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Power 
Plant Testing, Fourth Edition, by J. A. Moyer. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 

4 ' 

No. of 
Occurrences 

147 

10 
3 

1 

The fifth text whi ch is analyz ed for mathematical con-

tent is Applied Kinematics, Third Edition, by J. H. Billings. 

While this text does not contain such a great quantity 

of mathematics, it does occur on fairly complex l evels. 

There is some algebra, trigonometry, and differential calculus. 

There is no integral calculus to be found in the entire text. 

This book considers such engineering topics as gears, cams, 

wheels, pulleys, and so forth. As would be expected from such 

topics, trigonometry, radian measure, angular acceleration and 

velocities are used often. Also, vectors occur quit e frequently. 



The following familiar forms a:rei',:,taken from the text: 
r :. {j · 

[Linear 
V - ds - at 

_ dv d2 s 
a - dt 1:" ci't2 

Angular 
- de 
- at . .. 

(1) 

(2) 

If the velocity is uniform, 

S = Vt 

V = 265rN = Yw 

(3} 

(4) 

If the acceleration is uniform, 

V = V1 + at w= w, + o(..t., (5) 

subscript one denoting initial velocity. 

s = V1 T + ! at2 ~ t l 2 ('6.~ 17 
C7 • w, + z o(. t '..!J 
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The following figure and vector equation are taken from 

the text: 

17. 

1' 

Fig. JS 

V 

{In· the figure, with a right angle at R, the 
vectors OR and RP are rectangular components 
of OP. They are sometimes called no~al 
components. The figure also shows the vector 
addition, 

OT ~TU+-.UV-t-+V'P = OP 

If any .number of vectors placed in addition 
yields a closed polygon, the vector sum is 
zero. The Jectors are not in addition, 

J. H. Billings~ Applied Kinematics~ Third Edition 
(New York, 195)), p. 8. 



~howeve~, unless the arrows are all in the 
'. same sense around the polygon. Manifestly, 

the vector sum of any number of vectors, · 
plus their resultant with reversed sense, 
equals zero~ 18 

Another example is taken verbatim from the text. 

[For a maximum value of the pressure angle 

"' gfA ~ ' dt • o. 
tanA- • !l 

't' qw 

d ,1. d at dt tan.,.. • dt ("qw) 

sec2 d~ • L - !L £..9. dt qw q2 w dt 

( 4) 

( 5) 

If q0 ~s the value of q when the acceleration 
·begins, 

q • q, + t at2 

~•at ( 6) 

From (5), 

dd • cos2~(L - a2t2) - 0 (7) dt 'fl qw q2 w 

Dividing by }w cos2; which is not zero, 

at2 
1 - • 0 q 

or 

where aqm is the value of q at the pitch 
point "ti whicht7' is maximum~ 19 

( 8) 

( 9) 
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The following formulas are taken at random from the text, 

to demonstrate the occurrence of trigonometry: 

18. Ibid.; pp. 8-9 
19. Ibid., p. 134. 



a2 = Jeri sin e + r2 sin e )2 + r22cos2 e - r2 , 

a2 = V(r1
2+ 2r1 r 2) sin2 0 r;- r2 , 

a, = r,V ~t + 2 ~~) sin O + 1 - ~ , 

From the text, the following parametric equations of 

the ellipse are given: 

= a cose 
.. b sin8 , 

from which, 

x2 .Y.:. . 2 2 a2 + b 2 = sin(;) + cos~ = 1 . 
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The following graph, of the nature of a sinusoidal wave 

is copied from the text: 

180 

Fig. 39 

In summary, the text contains algebra, trigonometry, 

radian measure, vectors, and differential calculus. The fol

lowing table summarizes the mathematical frequencies more 

completely: 
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Table JO. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Applied 
Kinematics, Third Edition, by J. H. ffii.lling,s. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
?. Inverse functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

No. of 
Occurrences 

72 

27 

59 
13 
20 

2 
5 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 7 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 5 
3. Appplications of the derivatives. 5 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations , Fourier series, etc. 1 

The sixth text in mechanical engineering which is ana-

lyzed for mathematical content is Design of Machine Elements, 

Second Edition, by M. F. Spotts. 

This textbook is among those replete with mathematic s. 

It is found on all levels, with algebra, trigonometry, dif

ferential and integral cal culus, and differential equations, 

all occurring profusely. The student will need a good mathe

matical background in order to read this text, as the author 

leaves most of the mathematics to the student, expecting that 

his background will be such that he can read it. 
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This text contains very much of the material covered in 

Singer's, Engineering Mechanics. This is, for instance, a 

great deal about bending moments, centroids, moments of in

ertia, and the like. As an example of some of the algebra 

taken from the text, the following are formulas taken at 

random: 

Smax= ~ ( S 1 - S2 } = tSx 2 8j + s;y 

Smd" OF'gSr .. ~ds j( KmM) 2 + 
2 

( Kt T} , 

d4 G 
K = 64RsN 

(T1 - T2)v (Ti- T:dv 
hp. = 33,000 = 550 

WV = [ W + rh] Va~ or Va= 1 1 
+ 

wv2 [ 1- w~], KE= 2g 1 
3W 

Wb 
3w: 

s = V f-Fj- ':.J[dgj A g 
3W 

V 

• 

These algebraic formulas are characteristic of many 

throughout the text, and they create some very complex com

putations. The following are taken from the text: 

S = J 22,0002 + 20002 - 22,000 X 2,000 ' 
1 

f = 2ft 386(80 X 0.07922 + 120 X 0.06262) 2 

80 X 0.07922 + 120 X 0.06262 

= 11.80 cycles/sec. • 

The following graph is taken from the text: 
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As an illustration of some of the higher mathematics in 

the text, the following is an example of term by term in-

tegration of a function expanded into a Maclaurin series: 

[ gz = tan A • - tan b dr r 

The tangent term should now be expanded into 
a series and integrated term by term. 

gz b b3 - - - 3r2 -dx r ( f) 

y • b log r 
ha 

+ C - + or2 + . . . ( g) 

When tan .I\ is less than about 0.4, only the 
b loge r term need be retain ed . Constant of 
integration C can be evaluated f rom the con-
dition that y = 0 when r = ~ Then 

and 

C = b loge r 0 

y = b lo~ i''o 
r 

The maximum value of y occurs for r = ~ 

(h) 

(i) 



Hence y =blog £o_ P log £ 0 ] 20 
~ ~ hG ri · 
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The foregoing, taken verbatim from the text, illustrates 

quite well the mathematical maturity required by the student 

in order to . read the book. The following, is another ver

batim excerpt from the text: 

Summation of the forces in the tangential 
direction gives 

or 

r, wv2 11 T + d T = T ... ,u LT do - g dej 

d"T _ . = .JJ,dB 
T - wv2 

g 

Integration over the active arc from Oto 
B gives 

log 

or 
(5) 

where e is 2.718, the 2fase for the system of 
natural logarithms.] 

' 
Again, quoting the text verbatim, the following is 

given here, since it shows some of the student's mathematical 

needs. 

Equation (44) can be written 

A(l + mi) -jh/ 2 dv 
- 1 - VI 

R . ~h/ 2 

(a) 

20. M. F. Spotts, Design of Machine Elements, Second Edition, 
(New York, 1953), p. 156. 

21. Ibid., p. 190. 



When the numerator is divided by the de
nominator, the following result is obtained. 

h/2 

A ( 1 t mi) = ( [ 1 + ~1 + t + ti+ ... J b dv 
)_h/ 2 

This expression should now be integrated 
term by term and the limits substituted. 

or 

( b) 

The law of cosines occurs in the text, recognizable 

from the following equation: 

I 
Ai A: • r 2 + rf' - 2 r ri cos (3 • 

The numerical solution of trangles occurs in several 
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places, as does computation by use of logarithms. The natu

ral base is used frequently, and a table published from 

which the student may derive values. The student also needs 

to know the nature of logarithms, and know thoroughly the 

meaning of base 10, and base e. Trigonometric identities 

occur in quite a number of places as does radian measure. 

Also, there are many formulas in which trigonometric func-

tions occur. The sine, cosine, and tangent predominate. 

In summary, the text contains very complex mathematics , 

stressing trigonometry and differential calculus. The fol

lowing table summarizes the mathematical frequencies more 

completely: 

22 • . Ibid., pp. 398-399. 
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Table 31. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Design 
of Machine Elements, Second Edition, by M. F. 

Spotts. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Invers~ functions. 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

No. of 
Occurrences 

202 
13 

55 
5 

10 
10 

4 

1. Differentiation of algebraic expressions. 28 
2. Differentiation of transcendental expressions. 12 
3. Applications of the derivatives. 10 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 20 

The seventh text in mechanical engineering which is ana-

lyzed for mathematical content is Steam Power Stations, Third 

Edition, by G. A. Gaffert. 

This text contains very little mathematics. There are 

a few algebraic formulas, some numerical computations, and 

only one place in which calculus occurs. There are a great 

many graphs of various kinds, however. This is a lengthy book, 

and in reading it a student would nqt be handicapped, greatly, 

if he had no knowledge of mathematics. There are a few places 

of interest, however, and the following graph is typical. 
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Fig. 41 

The following, is the only instance of calculus within 

the en tire text: 

JA t1 

dA _ Cp WJ dt1 A _ 
- U ts - t1 or -

0 t2 
If Ube considered as independent of temperature difference, 

Substituting for A, we have, 

t = lo~~s: 2 t 2 (logarithmic-mean temperature) 
ts- t1 

In a few places, the algebraic formula s give rise -to 

some numeri cal computations. The following are characteristic: 

h = ( 154 + 1 . 6t) v/·8 

D 

77 + 147 = (154 + 1.6 2 ) (7.5)~8 

(1 - 2 X .065) 



u = 1 ( 1) o oooo915 x 2 X loOO ( I. 1.00 
2000 + • 1. 00 + 0. 87 1718 - 'o.87 

s = 611 ·~~2 i ~~~l - 7?) = 1970 sq. ft. 
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The following algebraic formulas are taken from the text: 

¥ = -a(1jJ)n .(f)m(i )e 

hD 
T 

I 
= ¢ (D Gmax) 

,u 

In summary, this text contains little mathematics, vir

tually all of that being in algebraic formulas. The follow

ing table summarizes the mathematical frequencies more com-

pletely. 

Table 32 .. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Steam 
Power Stations, Third Edition, by J. A. Gaffert. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary_ processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
J. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
$. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

60 

6 

1 
1 



Table 32 . Coz:itinued 

Integral Calculus 

3. Applications of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple integrals. 
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No. of 
Occurrences 

The eighth of the texts in mechanical engineering which 

is analyzed for mathematical content is Applied Thermodynamics, 

by V. M. Faires. 

This text is replete with mathematics on nearly all levels. 

As would be expected, however, in a text on this subject, there 

is no trigonometry. But there is some complex algebra, inte

gral calculus, logarithmic operations, extensive use of graphs, 

and even some attention given to areas under the curves. Also, 

the quantity of mathematics is extensive, as there is scarcely 

a page of the text in which some does not occur. 

Consider the following figure, followed by the verbatim 

statement from the text. 

Fig. 42 



The area of this thin cylindrical surface 
is 2 TT rz. The change in temperature 
across dr is a differential amount - dt, 
the negative sign indicating a decreasing 
temperature with an increasing radius. 
Thus, Fourier's equation gives 

Q = k 2 TT rz ( - dt). 
dr 

Separating the variables and integrating, 

we ge\ J': d: = 2 n-kz r:: -dt, 

or 

Q lo,g L 0 -= 2kTTz (t - th), 
ri a 

Q = 2-rrkz ( ta - th ) 
log ro 

r i 

where r 0 is the outside radius of the pipe 
andr1is the inside radius.] 23 

The following, is also taken verbatim from the text: 

Hence, for the case of the variable spe
cific heats, the isentropic process needs a 
special handling. In this process, dQ = dU 

:e.....s!Y dV 
+ J ' = O, or dU = - p ""J""· Since dU = wcv 
dT, we have 

WC V d T = - p f §f. ( f) 

Substituting p = w:T into (f), 
the variables, we find 

separating 

dT R fdV 
Cv"'if" = - J' V (g) 

To integrate the left-hand side of this 
equation, substitute the proper value of 
c (see Table V). Using (55a} as an illus
tration we have Cv •cl..V + f3 T + STl-. Sub
stituting this value of Cv into (g) and 
integrating, we get 

T2 S 2 · 2. 
o<\J logeT:,1 + ~ (T2 - T1 ) t 2 (T2 + '.I\) 

- - - log - 2 = - log - 1 _ R V R VJ 24 
J ev1 J eV2 (h) 

, 

23. V. M. Faires, Applied Thermodynamics (New York, 1949), 
p. 430. 

24. Ibid., p. 214. 
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From the two foregoing excerpts, it is seen that the 

author expects some mathematical maturity on the part of the 

student, as the student is expected to supply all omitted 

steps. 

Most of the other integrations to be performed are, as 

where these, algebraic, rather than transcendental, although 

the form J tv = log v occurs frequently. This is the only 

transcendental expression to be found. Moreover, the alge

braic integrals are principally polynomials. Thus, although 

integration, and its application, occurs frequently, they 

are not very complex. 

The following are some examples of integral calculus, 

taken at random from the text: 

112 - cfv2 dV - Y:;. p dV - V - C loge VI • 
VI 

Q = w ( 12 '. dT , 
:r ) T . 

or Q = cwf 2 d T 1 = we ( T2 - T 1 } • 
T1 

Q = w~ dT = J::~0.2 + 0.00005T) dT, 
' 0 0000 5,fPOOO =@.2T + • 2 :hoo= 394 Btu per lb •. 

= J~Q = wj' f = we log #- , 
. T1 

The following figure, and excerpt, are taken verbatim 

from the text, to show the application of area under a curve. 

V 

Fig 43 



0-20. Meaning of JV dp. Consider a 
diagram like that of the figure. The 
enclosed area is the algebraic sum of 
the areas under the curves; thus, 

Area 1-2-a-b • PI V1 +(2 p dV - p2 V2 • J1 
Moreover, this area is also equal to 
J: V dp : - J,'-V dp, as seen from the 
figure. Hence 2 

-f.v dp = Pi v1 ~J1 p dV - p2 v,. 
But from equation (g) we see that the 
right hand side of {r) is equal to the 
change of kinetic energy plus the work.· 
Therefore, J2 

- V dP = A KE + W 
1 

(Reversible process) 

If the change of kinetic energy is neg
ligible,·as it is in many steadyflow 
machines, -J:V dp = W, and the area 
1-2-a-b represents work:) 25 
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( r) 

( s) 

The following algebraic formulas are taken at random 

from the text: 

Wv2 V 2 
~ + u + l?..1.1.lJ + Q - WV2 + U2 + 12.!.Y.2 + w 2gJ 1 - 2GJ J 

T2 • (h)1 ... :!! (h) n-i 
T1 V1 V2 ' 

T2 ( i) = T1 rR-1i:,c ' 

e = 1 l re - l 
- rR-1 k(r - 1) 

. ' 

The .calculus is.,.more "like, that ·oocti.ring-·,in" mathematics 

text books. There are integratiQns, both algebraic and 

transcendental. The algebra is rather complex, involving 

exponents and radicals. 

25. .Ibid., pp. 163-164, 
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The following is taken verbatim from the text, and is 

offered here to show the use to which differentials may be 

put. 

!Relation between p, V, and T. During 
\he isentropic process, the pressure, 
volume, and temperature all vary. The 
relation between p and V may be deter
mined fromtheenergy relations. Since, 
by definition, the transferred heat is 
zero, the simple energy equation is 
Q = ll U t W = 0. Applying this equation 
to a reversible process, we may use dW = 
E.._gJ[ and obtain 

J pdV -p dV 
wcvdT + J = O, or J = wcvdT. 

Next, differentiate the characteristic 
equation pV = wRT. Since p, V, and T 
vary, this differentiation gives 

or 

p dV + V dp = w R dT, 

dT. p dV + V dR 
wR 

( n) 

( 0) 

Since we are searching for a relation be
tween p and V, we should eliminate dT from 
equations (n) and (0). This step gives 

- ~_Cy p dV + Cy V ~R 0 

J - R 

Multiplying both sides of this equation by 
Rand dividing by pV, we have 

- ~ iv = Cv dJ + Cv ~p , 

(R dV Q.P. 
or - J + Cv) V = Cv p 0 

R .2E_ Since J ~ Cv= cp, and since~ = k, we have 

dV d kv=9-f. 
Inasmuch ask is constant for a perfect gas, 
we have now arrived at an integrable form. 
Thus, between any two states 1 and 2, 

- 1;_v2 dV =/P2 £I?. . 
/~'V1 V Pl p ' 

V2 Yi. ~ 
or - k logeV = loge{V )= logep • 

I 2 1 



, 
Taking the antilogarithm of the last two 
expressions, we find 

Ol..!.)k EL 
V2 - PI 

or, since states 
random along any 

1 and 2 were chosen at 
isentropic line, 

" k k 
PI VI = P2 ~ = p vk = c, a constant. 

(p) 

(19) 

Thus, p Vk = C is the equation of an isen
t r o pie process_ for a perfect gas in , 
p-V co-ordinates. The corresponding curve 
is $imilar in general appegrance to the 
equilateral hyperbola~ 2b 
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As in the previous excerpts, the authors leave the mathe

matical details to the student, thus presupposing a certain 

mathematical maturityo 
' In summary, this text contains much algebra, differen-

tial and integral calculus, much use of logarithms, and some 

use of graphs. The following table summarize$ the mathemati

cal frequencies more completely. 

Table .3J:• Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Applied 
Thermodynamics, by Vo M. Faires. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formul~s containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms • 
.3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectorso 
7. Inverse functions. 

260 i/Ibid., PP· 49-51. 
·1 
. ~~ 

No. of 
Occurrences 

157 

2 
19 



Table 32. Continued --

Trigonometry 

8. Graphs of trigonometric functionso 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 
2. Integration of transcendental expressions. 
3. Application of the definite integral. 
4. Multiple int~grals. 

Higher Mathematics 
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No. of 
Occurrences 

35 
14. 

1. Differential equations, Fourier series, etc. 1 

The ninth text in mechanical engineering which is ana

lyzed for mathematical content is Refrigeration, Second 

Edition, by J. A. Moyer and R. V. Fittz. 

This textbook contains almost no mathematics. There 

are only a very few places where simple algebra is used 9 a 

fe·w formulas occur in which logarithms are employed, but there 

is no trigonometry or calculus. There are some graphs worth 

reprodu_cing, such as the followingo 
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The following formula is taken from the text: 

VI 
W = P1 VI - pl V1 logev; - p2 v2 , 

which becomes, since P1 V1 = P2 V2 , 

The 

text: 

The 

V1 12_ 
W - - P1 V1logeV2 = P1 V1logev1 o 

following algebraic formulas are taken from 

Ev·= [1 + C (1 - (ti:l'~ il Vs,\ 
Vs ,.:..;·• 

= 1 .,. C [1 - ( Pa /,,,J p4 

following equation is solved for x: 

79.2x + (40,000 - x) 100 = 40,000 X 90 
79.2x + 4,000,000 - lOOx = J,600,000 

20.8x = 400,000 
x = 10,200 cu. ft./min. 
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the 

In summary, there is only a little mathematics. :in this text, 

none of it beyond elementary algebra. The following \atf.}.e 

summarizes the mathematical frequencies more completely:· 

Table J~. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Refrig
eration, Second Edition, by J. H. Moyer and R. V. 
Fittz. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

47 

3 
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The tenth text in mechanical engineering which is ana= 

lyzed for mathematical content is Steam Turbines, Second 

Edition 1 by E. F. Church. 

This text, perhaps, contains as great a concentration 

of mathematics as any of the books reviewed. It is, however, 

on an elementary level, with only a little calculus. Trigo

nometry and algebra predominate, with a considerable emphasis 

on vectors. The following equation is taken from the text, 

and the maximum obtained by differentiation: 

From this equation may be found the value of P for which the 

efficiency is a maximun, other conditions remaining constant. 

Differentiating the expression with respect to P and equating 

to zero, 

0 = 2(1 + k1::, cost\) ( o< 2P) cos j:r' cos -

from which P = coso<. --:,,r- ., 
max t:,, 

For this value of P, 
cos2<1\ (l + Ju cos;\ ) 
"""'2- CO S '3 ° 

The foregoing shows the considerable occurrence of trigo-

nometry, especially the trigonometric functions of sine and 

cosine. To show the complexity of some of the vector figures, 

the following is taken from the text: 
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. So much of this text is concerned with trigonometry and 

vectors, that the following formulas involving trigonometry 

are taken at random from the text: 

Eb = ~ (V2 coso{ '+ Va cos J g . 
V_a cos S = kb- V ~ CosA - Vb , 

Ebe - !la (Vw coso( + kb V2r cos,?\ - VQ) , 

V v2 coso( - Vb 
2r = COS P kb ' 

!b (V2 coso( - Vb) (1 + k~ 0 ~ 0/ '),.. ) 

h2 V2 sf.no<. 
hn = V2r sin .J3 

' 

Trigonometry is also used in various places in the so

lution of triangles. For example, consider the following use 

of the law of sines: 

whence, 

ha. 1111 V2c sinB _ 6 
h2 Var sin),. - 5.7 

861 sin/3 
= 809 X 0.783 

sin f3 = 0. 77 5, and {3 = 50. s0 • 

While it is hardly possible to overstress the use of 

trigonometry in this text, some attention should be given to 

formulas in which only algebraic expressions occur. The fol

lowing are taken from the text, and show the use of exponents: 

(tt'R= (l)t/R 
V2 = Vi V1 -r , 

2 ,k 
ro - (-)•-k+l k-1, 

pvl.135 C ' . 

In summary, the text_ emphasizes algebra, and trigonom

etry, including vectors. The following table summarizes: 



Table 35;. Quantitative Survey of the Mathematics in Steam 
Turbines, Second Edition, by E. F. Church 
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Algebra 
No. of 

Occurrences 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equattons. . 

Trigonometry 
•! .. ~ 

1. Formu1as containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse func~ions. 
8. Graphs of the trigonometric functions. 

99 

39 
3 

9 

The eleventh text in mechanical engineering which is ana

lyzed for mathematical frequency is Heating, Ventilating, and 

Air-Conditioning Fundamentals, Second Edition, by W. H. 

Severns and J. R. Fellows. 
:} 

This text is unusual, in that the mathematics within it, 

is neither extensive, nor complex. Especially is this true 

in regard to complexity, as nothing beyond ordinary algebra 

occurs, not even trigonometry. There are some numerical com-

putations for the student to make, and ratio and proportion 

is used. The following is taken from the text, and is quite 

typical: 

where 48 = steam temperature, deg •. F. 

tw • average temperature of the water, deg. F. 

t 1 "" room air temperature, deg}. F. 
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The text then follows with an application of this for ... 

mula, and obtains, 
21~ = 62_ La 

Ra~ 240 (215 _ 70) a 250.7 Btu. 

The student should need to know the use of logarithms, 

in order to make the above computation, which is derived in 

the text. The following are formulas taken at random from 

the text, and are quite typical of those throughout the en

tire book: 

E "' 0. 5 1. 3 ' 

Ucr u[ ,Q, Uc 
1111 Ur 4 Uc ·-r 

Ve ... jv2 1.75a 

There are quite a number of gr aphs in the text, of whi ch 

t he following is copied , as it typifies them : 

Fig. 46 

In summary, the mathemat i cs does not exceed the level 

of elementary algebra. The following table summarizes t he 

mathemati cal frequencies more complet ely: 
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Table 3 6. Quantitative Summary of the Mathematics in Heating, 
Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning Fundamentals, 
Second Edition, by W. H. Severns and J. R. Fellows. 

Algebra 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations. 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 

No. of 
Occurrences 

78 
3 

5 

Since this completes the texts in mechanical engineering, 

they are now summarized.> both quantitatively and qualitatively. 

Summarz. The occurrence of mathematics within the field 

of mechanical engineering is not quite so sparse as is that 

of chemical and petroleum engineering, nor yet so numerous as 

is that of the fields of electrical and civil engineering. 

Of the eleven books covered within the chapter, differential 

calculus occurred only within three of them, and although in

tegral calculus occurred in six of them, it did not occur 

frequently. Trigonometry occurred with less frequency than 

in previous chapters. Algebra, of course, was predominant. 

The following table gives an overall total, that is, it 

gives the total number of texts in which the given topic 

occurred, as well as the total occurrences for all the texts. 



Table 37. Quantit.13.tive Summary of the Eleven Texts in 
Mechanical Engineering 
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Algebra 
No. of Texts Total of 
Occurring Occurrences 

1. Elementary Processes and 
formulas. 

2. Solution of Equations. 

Trigonometry 

11 
5 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 7 
2. Use of logarithms. ~ 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 2 
5. Trigonometric identities. 2 
6. Use of vectors. 3 
7. Inverse functions. 1 
8. Graphs of trigonometric functions. 2 

Differential Calculus 

1. Differentiation of algebraic 
expressions. 

2. Differentiation of transcendental 
expressions. 

3. Applications of the derivatives. 
4. Partial derivatives. 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic 
expressions. 

2. Integration of transcendental 
expressions. 

3, Applications of the definite 
integral. 

4. Multiple integrals. 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations 1 Fourier 
series, etc. 

3 

2 
2 

6 

4 

1 

4 

1071 
30 

142 
~7 
I 

69 
23 
42 

2 
9 

58 

17 
15 

60 

29 

4 

2.5 



CHAPTER III 

THE MATHEMATICAL NEEDS OF THE PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEER 

In keeping with the outline for the plan of this study, 

a questionnaire was prepared, the results of which are given 

in this chapter. While the items in the questionnaire are 

not exhaustive of the topics covered in an undergraduate 

mathematics curriculum, they nevertheless cover the field 

rather thoroughly, including spatial geometry, analytic 

geometry, algebra, trigonometry, and the calculus. The 

questionnaire was prepared after a/careful study of widely 

used texts in mathematics, and it omits no items consistently 

stressed. 

These questionnaires were sent to two groups. They were 

sent to members, in the New York City area, of the American 

In~titute of Electrical Engineers, all of whom are profes

sional engineers, although not ili, in contrast to the im

plication of the name, are electrical engineers. Some were 

also sent to members of the Louisiana Society of Engineers 

and Surveyors, with as wide a geographical choice as the 

membership permitted, which of course, included all parts of 

Louisiana, as well as the surrounding states, and some of 

the eastern and central states. Each engineer was .~ij~ed to 

specify the branch of his employment, that is, '¥hether he 
,·,, 

was an electrical engine.er, a civil engineer, a mechanical 

engineer, a chemical engineer, or a petroleum engineer. 
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Sirtce the differences. in the responses of these groups 'were 

insignificant, the tabulations are not set up by separate 

groups. 

From three hundred twenty-five questionnaires sent, one 

hundred' six were returned. These were divided, as follows: 

thirty-one elec.trical engineers, twenty Gi vil engineers, six

teen mechantca1 engineers, twelve chemical engineers, .nine 

petroleum engineers, and eighteen of doubtful, or unspecified 

classification .. 

The following pages contain the letter requesting the 

cooperation of the engineers, and the questionnaire. 



Dear Sir: 

I am making a study at Louisiana Polytechnic Insti
tute, Ruston, Louisiana,- designed to help co-ordinate the 
field of mathematics with that of engineering. 

As an engineer, in the field 1 you can aid greatly by 
filling in the attached questionnaire. I will appreciate 
your cooperation. If you desire to know the outcome of 
the project I shall be glad to furnish you any information 
you desire. 

Please be guided by the following instructions: I! 
the topic is used.extensively, use number (1) in the paren= 
thesis following; if the topic is used occasionallyj use 
number ( 2) ; if never used 1 use number (3). · 

I wish to assure you your assistance is very valuable 
and deeply appreciated. 

WH~bm 

Yours very truly, 

Wallace Herbert, 
Associate Professor of 
Mathematics 
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1. Concept of percentage, including per cent of increase 
and decrease. 

2. Use of ratio and proportion. 

3. Solution of problems involving physical magnitudes; 
for example, addition of lengths expressed in feet and 

''i.~ne-hes, calculation of areas, addition or subtraction 
of angles, and so forth. 

4. Scale drawings. 
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5. Meaning of an approximate number, precision of a 
measurement, significant digits, and rounding off of 
_munber.s.. ( 

6. Preparation and interpretation of statistical graphs; 
for example, bar, circle, and line graphs. 

7. Removal of parentheses, brackets, braces, and so 
forth. 

8. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
of algebraic fractions. For example, x + 2 + 3 

3 X - 4 ° 

9. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
of polynomials. For example, (x 3 + 2x2 - 3x + 7) 
( 2x - 3) • 

10. Common special products; for example, a(a + b) , (a t b)2 
(a + b) (a - b). 

11. F\ctorihg such expressions as (a2 + ab), (a2 f 2ab ~ 
b ) , ( a 2 - b 2 ) , and ( ax 2 + bx + c) • ( 

12. Laws of exponents, including negative and fractional 
exponents . For example, x:3 • x-2 • x. ( 

13. Solution of ~inear equations. For example 2t - 6 = 
t + 3. 

14. Solution of a pair of linear equations; for example, 
(2y - X = 4) 
(3y - 2x • 6) 

15. Concept of a function and functional notation. 

16. Properties of a linear fu~ction; for example, graphi-
cal representation, standa~d ,-orm of a linear equa- ~~ 
tion, the slope and y-intercept of a line. ( ) 

17. 

18. 

Addition, subtraction, multi.E_.lication, and division 
of radicals. For example, 1/8 + v2. 

Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
of complex numbers. For example, (8 + 2i) (6 - 3i) . 

( 

( 



19a The standard form (ax2 +bx+ c = 0) of a quadratic 
equation; its graph, the nature of the roots, and 
expressions for the sum and product of the roots. 
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20 •. Solution of a quadratic equation. For example 
x 2 - 3x + 2 = O. ( 

21. Solution of a system, consisting of a linear and a 
quadratic equation. For example, (2x - y = 6 ). 

(x2 + y2 ... 4) 

22. Solution of pairs of quadratic equations, For ex
ample, {x2 - y 2"::,:f 6 ) 

· cx2 + y 2 = 12L 

23. Solution of verbal problems by algebraic methods. 

24. Solution of equations in which the unknown occurs 
under a radical sign. For example, yx · + 4 • 6. ·( ) 

25. Use of the binomial theorem. ( 

26. Scientific notation, or standard-form numbers. For 
example, 2.54 x 10 3 , 1.2 x·io-4. ( ) 

27. Computation by means of logarithms. ( ) 

28. Change of the base of logarithms. ( ) 

29. Solution of exponential and logarithmic equations. 
For example, zx = 9. ( 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

Finding the rational roots of higher degree poly
nomials. For example, x4 + x3 - x2 - x = O. 

R~il'g.'h'te;:Jk'.~tc'h:ii~)~f;> the graphs of higher degree 
polynomla'tSo . ·i ·e,: '.I.':' . 

Approximating the irrational roots of higher degree 
polynomials. 

Expansion and use of determinants. 

Use of arithmetic progressions-. For example, 
2+4+6+8+. . • 

( 

( 

) 

) 

35. Use of geometric progressions, both finite and in-
finite. For example, 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 +. • • • ) 

36. Concept of inequality, including the symbol, and the 
properties of inequality. For example 8~6. 

37. Use of polygons: triangle, square, parallelogram, 
trapezoid, hexagon, octagon. ( 
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Concept of locus~ for example, a circle is the locus 
of all points at a fixed distance from a fixed point. ( 

39. Parallelism and perpendicularity of lines. 

40. The Pythagorean theorem. For example, a2 + b2 ~ 
c2 in a right triangle. 

41. Use of polyhedrons: cubes, prisms, and pyramids. 

42. Use of cylinders, cones, and spheres. 

43. The -solution of Tight triangles, by use of trigono
metric functions" 

44. Relationships of acute angles of a right triangle : 
sin (900 - A) = cos A, and so forth. 

45. Solution of verbal problems involving right 
triangles. 

46. Definitions of trigonometric functions of angles 
greater than 900. 

47~ Values of functions of special angles including 
quadrantal angles, or angles such as 900, 180° j 
2700, and so forth. 

48. Fundamental trigonometric identities. For example » 
cos 2 x = 1. sin2x ,(), 

49 . Addition identities: sin (A + B) ~ and so f orth. 

50. Use of the law of sines: a b 
Sin A - Sin B 0 

51 . Use of the law of cosines: C 2 = a2 + b2 - 2ab cos 
l · 

52. Use of the law of tangents: a - b = tan2(A B) 
1 

a ~ b tan2(A + B) 

53 0 Area formulas: 1 
sin A· K = x( s a)(s K:: 2 be 

(s - C) • ' 

54 . Solution of triangles by logarithms. 

55. Radian measure of angles. 

56. Relation between linear and angular velocity . 

57 . . Graphs of sine and cosine f unctions. 

58. Inverse trigonometric functions. 

b) 

59. Solution of trigonometric equations. For example, 
sin 2x ~ l. 

) 

( ) 

( ) 

{ ) 

C • ( 

( 



60o Double-angle iu~ntities. Fot example, sin 2A = 
2 sinA cos A. 

61. Half-angle identities. For example, tan 1 x = 
1 - COS X 2 
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sin x ( ) 

62. Use of vectors, their components and resultants. ( ) 

Addition and subtraction of vectors. 

Graphical addition and subtraction of vectors. 

63. 

64. 

65 . Use of distance formula in the Cartesian co-ordinate 
system: d = v(xl - X2 )2 ">- tY1 - Y2 H 

66. The polar co-ordinate system. 

67. Use of the slope formula in Cartesian co-ordinate 
system: m = YI - Y2 • 

X1 - X2 
68. Standard forms. for equations of straight lines. For 

example, y - y1 ~ m(x = x 1 ). 

69. Standard forms for parabolas . For example, y2 = 
70 . Standard forms for ellipses and hyperbolas. For 

example, x2 ~ 
a 2 + b = 1. 

71. Use of parameters, parametric equations, families 
curves, and so forth. 

72. Formulas for dividing a line segment in a given 
ratio; especially the mid-point formula. 

73. Computing areas by the integral calculus. 

74. Computing volumes by the integral calculus. 

2px. ( 

of 

75. First moments, for irregular areas, by integration. 

76. Moments of inertia of irregular areas. 

77. Arc length for irregular curves, by integration . 

78 . Maxima and minima. 

79. Slope of a curve at any point. 

80. The delta or fundamental process for differentiation.( 



81. Finding work done on a body, with a variable force. 

82. Computing surface areas, of surfaces of revolution 
by integration. 

83. The theorem of Pappus. 

84. Fluid pressure and force on irregular shaped areas 
by integration. 

85. Centroids of irregular shaped areas. 

86. Radius of gyration. 

87. Use of three-dimensional Cartesian (rectangular) 
co-ordinates. 

88. Cylindrical co-ordinates. 

89. Spherical co-ordinates. 

90. Differentiation with respect to time. 

91. The laws of falling bodies. 

92. Multiple integration. 

93. Partial differentiation. 
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The responses of the engineers to the questionnaire are re

ported in Table 38. The number of the topic appears at the 

left, and the number of respo~ses directly beneath the desig

nated choices 1, 2, and 3. The number 1 at the heading of 

column 1 means that the responders report that the topic is 

used extensively; the number 2 at the heading of column 2 

means that the responders report that the topic is used 

occasionally; the number 3 at the heading of column 3 means 

that the responders report that the topic is never used. 
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Table 38. Frequency of Use of Mathematical Topics by Engineers 

Number of Engineers' Report Number of EngineersY Report 
Topic J:'r- ,Z'r- 3* Topic 1>',:: 2>'r- 3* 

1. 90 13 3 47. 56 25 26 
2. 90 14 2 48. 57 16 33 
3. 88 14 4 49. 30 40 36 
4. 84 13 9 50 0 46 28 32 
5. 89 11 6 51. 26 43 37 
6. 70 25 11 52. 16 29 61 
7. 40 48 18 53 0 11 39 56 
8. 3.3 57 16 54. 4 32 70 
9. 18 58 JO 55. 63 18 24 

10. 30 58 17 56 0 37 37 32 
11. 24 52 30 57. 58 24 24 
12. 49 43 14 58. 26 40 40 
13. 38 63 5 59. 28 33 45 
14. 35 60 11 60. 12 37 57 
15. 60 33 13 61. 15 33 58 
16. 68 JO 8 62. 76 13 17 
17. 30 60 16 63 0 72 17 17 
18. 27 51 28 64. 60 18 28 
19. 13 80 13 65. 15 33 58 
20. 26 60 20 66 0 31 51 24 
21. 19 42 45 67. 35 35 36 
22. 20 39 47 68. 16 47 43 
23. 38 48 20 69. JO 39 37 
24. 28 42 36 70. 18 40 48 
25. 40 34 34 71. 39 33 34 
26. 60 6 40 72. 14 26 66 
27. 30 50 26 73 0 28 37 41 
28. 11 40 55 74. 19 JO 57 
29. 35 45 26 75. 26 18 62 
JO. 6 38 62 76. 19 JO 57 
31. 14 33 59 77 0 3 23 80 
32. 4 43 59 78. JO 56 20 
33. 28 18 60 79. 29 29 48 
34. 18 JO 58 80. 18 27 61 
35° 21 45 40 81. 11 14 81 
36. 45 40 21 82. 14 20 72 
37. 25 45 36 83. 13 13 80 
38. 22 45 38 84. 8 22 76 
39. 33 39 34 85. 13 22 71 
40. 70 15 21 86. 17 40 49 
41. 21 30 55 87. 35 35 36 
42. 20 43 43 88. 17 21 68 
43. 64 21 21 89. 20 19 67 
44. 49 31 26 90. JO 56 20 
45. 43 32 31 91. 19 48 39 
46. 56 39 11 92. 15 42 49 

93 0 19 36 49 
1 Frequently Used. 2 Occasionally Used. 3 Never Used. 
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These results may be analyzed by obtaining a weighted 

average for each of the ninety-three topicso On a given topic 

the number responding as (1) is multiplied by one, the number 

responding as (2) is multiplied by two, and· the number respond

ing as (3), by three. The sum of the three such products is 

then divided by the total of the responses to the topico Con

sider, for example ll topic sixteen from Table 3&. 

6$ X 1 = 68 
30 X 2 ~ 60 68 • 60 • 24 = 152 

8 X 3 ~ 24 68 + 30 + 8 ~ 106 
152 <r 106:;;: 1.43 

Topic. sixteen is thus seen to have a weighted average of 

lo43, which will be used as an indication of the importance of 

the topic involved in the questionnaireo 

Table 39 gives such weighted averages for the ninety~three 

topiCSo 

Table 39. Weighted Averages of the Ninety-three Topics in the 
Questionnaire 

L 1.18 19. 2.00 37, 2.10 56. 1.95 75. 2.34 
2. 1.17 20. 1.94 38. 2.13 57. 1.68 76. 2.36 
. 3. 1.25 21. 2.25 .39 • 2.01 58. 2.13 77. 2.7.3 
4.: l.29 22. 2.25 40. 1 •. 54 59. 2.16 78. 1.91 
5. 1.22 23. l.83 41. 2 • .32 60. 2.42 79. 2.18 
6. 1.44 24. 2.08 42. 2.22 61. 2.41 80. 2.41 
7. 1.79 25. 1.98 43. 1.74 62. 1.44 81. 2.66 
8. 1.84. 26. 1.81 44. 1.78 6.3 0 L48 82. 2.55 
9. 2.11 27. L96 45. 1.89 64. 1.70 83. 2.63 

10~ 1.86 28. 2.42 46. 1.58 65. 2.41 84. 2.62 
11. 2.06 29. 1.92 47. 1.74 66. 1.93 85. 2.54 
12. 1.67 30. 2.57 48. 1.77 67. 2.01 86. 2.30 
13. 1.69 3l. 2.42 49. 2.06 68. 2.25 87. 2.01 
14. 1.77 32. 2.52 50. 1.87 69. 2.07 88. 2.48 
15. l.56 33. 2.30 51. 2.10 70. 2.28 89. 2.44 
16. l.43 34. 2.04 52. 2.42 71. 1.95 90. 1.91 
17. 1.87 35. 2.18 5.3. 2.42 72. 2.49 91. 2.19 
18. 2.01 36. 1.77 54. 2.62 73. 2.12 92. 2.32 

55° l.6 74. 2.36 93 0 2.25 
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The figures from Table 39 may be interpreted by means of 

the following scale: 

(Widely used) (Occasionally used) (Never used} 

,~ ' 
1 2 3 

In weighting the responses 9 it is clear that a large num= 

ber indicat_es a limited use of the topic 9 whereas a small 

number indicates extensive useo It is also obvious that the 

extremes of the average will be 1 (very widely used) 9 and 3 

{ ne,rnr used) o 

If the scale is arbitrarily divided into three segments 

of equal length 9 the topics will 9 of course:1 fall into three 

groups. These are designated as A9 B9 and Co It might be 

said 9 roughly then 9 that in the opinions of those responding to 

the questionnaire 9 that the topics in group A contain mathe= 

matics very important to the engineer; group B9 of moderate 

importance; and group 0 9 unimportanto The following scale 

shows the position and 

Er~r1~~o~antl 

1 1.64 

:num8ri~al range of these three groupso 

- Group B~--· Group C-~ 
(moderate)~! 

2 2oJJ j 

Table 40 shows the topics which the responders t.o the 

questionnaire considered very importanto 
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Table 40. Topics Under Group A -- Mathematics Considered by 
the Responders to the Questionnaire to be Very 

Important 

1. Concept of percentage. 
2. Ratio and proportion. 
3. Solution of problems involving physical magnitudes. 
4. Scale drawings. 
5. Meaning of an approximate number. 
6. Bar, circle, and line graphs. 

15. Functional notation. 
16. Properties of a linear function. 
40. The Pythagorean Theorem. 
46. The use of trigonometric functions of angles greater thart 

ninety degrees. 
55. The use of radian measure. 
62. The use of vectors . 
63. Addition and subtraction of vectors. 

Table 41 shows the topics which the responders to the 

questionnaire considered of moderate importance. 

Table 41. Topics Under Group B -- Mathematics Considered by 
the Responders to the Questionnaire to be of Moder

ate Importance 

7. The use of parentheses » brackets, braces, etc . 
t. The use of algebraic fractions. 
9. Operations involving polynomials . 

10. Common algebraic products. 
11. Factoring of standard algebraic expressions . 
12. The laws of exponents . 
13. The solution of linear equations. 
14. The simultaneous solution of equations involving two or 

more variables. 
17. Operations using radicals . 
18 . The use of complex numbers. 
19. The quadratic equation in standard form. 
20. The solution of quadrati c equations. 
21. The solution of a system consisting of a linear and a 

quadratic equation. 
22. The solution of a pair of quadratics. 
23. The solution of verbal problems . 
24 . The solution of algebraic equations involving radicals . 
25 . The binomial theorem. 
26 . Scientific notation. 
27. Computation by use of logarithms . 
29 . The solution of exponential and logarithmic equations . 
33. The use of determinants . 
34 . The use of arithmeti c progressions . 
35 . The use of geometric progressions. 



Table 41 Continued 

3o. fhe use of inequalitieso 
370 The use of polygonso 
38. The concept of locus. 
39~ Parallelism and perpendicularity of lines. 
41. The use of polyhedrons. 
42. The use of cylindersi conesj and sphereso 
43. The solution of right triangles by trigonometry. 
440 The relationships of acute angles of a right triangle; 

e. go, sin (90 = A) ~ cos A. 
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45. The solution of verbal problems involving right triangleso 
47. The use of quadrantal angles. 
48. Fundamental trigonometric identitieso 
49. Addition identities. 
50. The law of sines. 
51. The law of cosines. 
56. The relation of linear to angular velocityo 
57. The application of sine and cosine curves. 
58. Inverse trigonometric functionso 
59. The solution of trigonometric equations. 
64. Graphical use of vectors. 
66. The use of polar co-ordinates. 
670 The slope formula in Cartesian co-ordinateso 
68. .Standard forms for equations of straight lines o 
69. Standard forms for parabolas. 
700 Standard forms for ellipses and hyperbolas. 
71. The use of parametric equations. 
73. The computation of areas by integrationo 
78. Maxima and minima. 
79. The slope of a curve. 
86. Radius of gyration. 
87. The use of three-dimensional Cartesian co=ordinates. 
90. Differentiation with respect to time. 
91. The laws of falling bodies. 
92. Multiple integrationo 
93. Partial differentiationo 

Table 42 shows the topics which the responders to the 

questionnaire considered unimportanto 

Table 420 Topics Under Group C -- Mathematics Considered by 
the Responders to the Questionnaire to be Unimporte;nt 

280 Changing of the base of logarithmso 
JO. Finding the rational roots of higher degree polynomialso 
31. Graphing of higher degree polynomialso 
32. Finding the irrational roots of higher degree polynomialso 
52. The law of tangents. 



Table 42 =- Continued 

53. Area formulas; eo g. 1 K:::: be sin Ao 
54. The -solution of triangles by logarithms. 
60. Double-angle identitieso 

1&4 

610 Half-angle identitieso 
650 The use of the distance formula in Cartesian co-ordinates. 
72. The forll!u.la for dividing a line segment in a given ratioo 
74. Computing'volumes by integration. 
75. Computing first moments by integrationo 
76. Computing second moments by integrationo 
77. Computing arc length by integration. 
80. The delta process of integration. 
81. Finding work done on a body with a variable force. 
82. Computing surface areas by integration. 
83. The theorem of Pappus. 
84. Computing fluid pressure by integration. 
85. Finding centroids by integration. 
88. The use of cylindrical co-ordinates. 
89. The use of spherical co-ordinates. 

The opinions of the engineers in the field seem to be 

fairly consistent with the results obtained from the surveys o·f 

the texts. For example)) the prevalence of topics in algebra 

and trigonometry)) as contrasted to the dearth of topics in 

analytic geometry and the calculus 9 is shown in both the sur

veys of the texts and in the questionnaire results. 
_-:-~.: 

It should be noted that no question found in group A 

occurs beyond the level of trigonometry; and 9 of the last· twent.y

one questionsj which are topics of the calculusj none appeared 

in group A9 nine were in group Bj and the remaining twelve were 

in group C. Elementary processes of algebra, the use of radian 
·. ~ 

measur€j the application and use of vectors, and the Pythagorean 

theorem are the topics which most conspicuously corroborate the 

texts. 



CHAPTER IV 

SU:M:MARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECO:MMENDATIONS 

Forewordo As a background for the summary and recom

mendations, it may be well to discuss briefly the role of 

the engineer in the light of present technology. Engineer= 

ing is obviously a growing and a rapidly changing field. No 

engineering school can completely train its students for all 

the tasks they will be required to undertake; and the engineer-

ing curriculum» thenl) must consist largely of certain broad 

fields of learning. In his studies in these fields, the stu= 

dent of engineering learns the scope of his problems» that is» 

the broad principles which he will use as guides, and some 3 

but by no means allj of the specific skills he will needo In 

no sense is his training like that of» say» a barber ii who 

studies precisely the skills he will practice. Moreoverl) the 

engineer does not l) as doe,EI the physician, practice non= 
''•.;. . 

professionally as an intern. His lot is to graduate and to bE: 

trained on the job for the skills desired of him • 
. ~--

Thus l) although mathematics is an integral part of every 

major aspect of engineering 9 one cannot say that the graduate~ 

in any given engineering curricu~um will all use the same 

mathematicso In facti, one cannot even mai:ntain that at some 
-, 

time in their professional careers they will all encounter a 

given topic» sayi, cylindrical co=ordinateso Indeed, sixty= 

eight of the one hundred six engineers who filled out the 
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questionnaires testified that they never use such co-ordinates. 

Perhaps they have even forgotten how to use them. Yet, twenty= 

one testified that they use these co-ordinates occasionally 9 and 

seventeen use them extensively" 

Before summarizing the findings of this study 9 then 9 it is 

well to point out that even though the engineering student is 

guided exclusively 9 or almost exclusivelyj by utilitarian ob= 

Jectives in his studies in mathematics, one can not hope to lay 

down precise~ detailed 9 and unchanging lists of topics in mathe= 

matics which all students of engineering should studyo On the 

other hand 9 without depreciating broad cultural values in mathe= 

matics 9 one should strive to make the mathematics taught to 

engineering students as practical as possible by continuous study 

of both engineering textbooks and the reports of engineers in the 

fieldo 
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SUMMARY 

Table 43 ~. which follows 9 combines the findings of Tables 11, 

16, 25~ and 3?; it presents a summation of the broader facets 

of the analyses of the textbooks in engineering. 

Table 43. Summary of the Number of Engineering Texts Which 
Present Certain Mathematical Topics and the Total 
Number of Occurrences of Such Topics in the Texts. 

Algebra 
No. of Texts Total of 
Occurring Occurrences 

1. Elementary processes and formulas. 
2. Solution of equations~ 

Trigonometry 

1. Formulas containing trigonometry. 
2. Use of logarithms. 
3. Numerical solution of triangles. 
4. Use of radian measure. 
5. Trigonometric identities. 
6. Use of vectors. 
7. Inverse functions. 
tL Graphs of trigonometric functions. 

Differential Calculus 

1. Differentiation of algebraic 
expressions. 

2. Differentiation of transcendental 
expressions. 

3. Application of the derivatives. 
4. Partial derivativeso 

Integral Calculus 

33 
16 

26 
:;2;0 
6 

lL 
12 I 

14 
12 
11 

11 

10 
7 
2 

1. Integration of algebraic expressions. 19 
2. Integration of transcendental ex-

pressions. 15 
3. Applic~tion of the definite integral. 5 
4. Multiple integrals. 2 

Higher Mathematics. 

1. Differential equations, Fourier 
series 9 etc. 16 

3306 
185 

875 
209 

6.3 
174 
109 
517 
109 
192 

135 

68 
52 
32 

267 

157 
44 
11 

177 
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Table 4.4 1 which follows~ presents a summation of the broader 

facets of the analysis of the questionnaireso By using the same 

items for this table as were used for the previous one, it is 

possible to make a tabular comparison of the textbooks analyzed~ 

with that of the questionnaire. To accomplish this it is only 

necessary to consolidate some of the questions in the questionnaireo 

Consider:1 for example~ number one under .Algebra~ Elementary 

processes and Formulas; the figures representing this item are 

arrived at by consolidating questions seven through twelve. 

The numbers at the head of the column to the right indicate 

the same as the responses to the questionnaire; that is~ the r.urrl.= 

ber (1) indicates that those responding thought the items were of 

frequent occurrence; the number (2) indicates that they thought 

the items occurred occasionally; the number (3) indicates that 

they thought the items did not occur at allo 

Table 44. Summary of the Responses to the Questionnaire. 

(1} (2) {3) 
Algebra Frequently Occasionally Never 

occurs occurs occurs 
I. Elementary processes and 

formulas. 32 
JO 2. Solution of equationso 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7u 
8. 

Trigonometry 

Formulas containing trigonome= 
try. 56 
Use of logarithmso 20 
Numberical solution of 
triangle so 37 
Use of radian measure. 50 
Trigonometric identitieso 28 
Use of vectors. 69 
Inverse functions. 26 
Graphs of trigonometric 
functionso 58 

Differential Calculus 

1 + 2 Differentiation of algebra~c 
and transcendental expressions 24 

53 
50 

32 
42 

28 
28 
32 
16 
40 

24 

l.i.2 

21 
26 

18 
44 

41 
28 
46 
21 
40 

24 

li.0 
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(lJ 
Differential Calculus Frequently 

occurs 
3. Application of the de= 

rivativeo 30 
4. Partial derivatives. 19 

Integral Calculus 

1. Integration of algebraic 
expressions. 

2. Integration of transcendental 
expressionso 

3. Application of the definite 
integral. 

4. Multiple integralso 

Higher Mathematics 

1. Differential equations 9 

Fourier seriesj etc. 

13 
15 
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( 2) (3) 
Occasionally Never 

occurs occurs 

42 34 
36 49 

No data 

No data 

22 71 
42 49 

No data 

The following generalized. conclusions have been developed: 

lo The results of this study indicate that certain areas of 

mathematics are used almost universally by engineerso 

2. This study indicates the tremendous importance of algebraic 

symbols and languageo 

3. Trigonometry is quite important to the engineeri> but probably 

less important than algebrao 

4. Analytic geometry is important only as a prerequisite to the 

calculus;· it is not a subject that isl> of itself i> important as· 

far as the engineer is concerned. 

5. When the calculus is consideredj one seems to have reached 

the stage at which the specializations inherent in the work of 

engineers are such that it is difficultj if not impossiblej to 

single out many essential topicso 

6. In general the answers to the questionnaires support the 

engineering textbooks; that isj the subject matter in the text= 
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books is usually described by the responders to the questionnaires 

as being extensively used in their work" 

RECOMIVIENDATIONS 

In keeping with the purpose of this study and in considera= 

tion of the Foreword)) and Summary)) of this chapter, the following 

recommendations seem desirable~ 

1. There is a need for better co-ordination between the depa:r't= 

ments of mathemati.cs and engineeringo 

2o In the mathematics curriculum there should be courses designed 

especially for students other than engineers. Such courses 

may be college geometry)) or history of mathematics. These 

would ensure a retention ofj) and emphasis upon)) the cultural 

objectives in the mathematics curric:ulumo 

3. It is recommended that College Algebra be continued in its 

present form. The inclusion of topics in the algebra 3 such 

as permutations and combinations)) probability 9 and the like)) 

while possibly of interest to the student)) are strictly not 

within the engineersi purview. Of much greater value to him 

would be the mastery of such topics as fac·toringj) addition 

and multiplication of algebraic fractions 9 solution of 

equations)) and so fortho 

4. The most thorough teaching of the definitions of the trigono

metric functions is recommended. 

5. It is recommended that very careful consider.at.ion be given 

to the teaching of radian measure. The student will need 

to know the relation between arc length~ radius)) and angular 

velocity; he will need to know these relations, also)) when 
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the time element is involved===i, e. the relation between 

the radius of a wheel:i and linear and angular velocity. 

6. It is recommended that the student master the sine and co~ 

sine curves. He should be taught:i not merely the funda= 

mental~ but also the overt;ones» and be able to compute by 

inspection the amplitude and period of the curves. 

7. Increased attention should be given to the concept and use 

of vectorso This is j perhaps :i the easiest of attainment o·f 

any of the recommendations made. In all courses» from the 

algebra ·through the calculus~ the instructor may merely pu·t 

greater emphasis upon the scaleci drawings. In all such 

d'rawings, where magnitude and direction are specified j let 

the instructor clearly name and label such entities as 

"vectors." 

8. The survey also indicates the importance of the following 

topics in trig?nometry~ and it is recommended that they be 

taught with no less than the usual emphasis; the theorem of 

Pythagoras; numerical computation of triangles; fundamental 

identities; trigonometric reductions; formulas for composite 

angles; the solution of trigonometric equations; inverse 

functions; and complex numberso 

9. It is recommended that less attention be given to the conic 

sections, and more time given to the teaching of parametric 

and transcendental equations, and their curv,es. 

10. The following topics in the calculus were seen to be impor= 

tantll and it is recommended that increased emphasis be given 

in the teaching of them~ rules for differentiation and in

tegration of algebraic and transcendental functions; 
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applications of first derivatives===io e. slopes, maxima 

and minima; differentials and their applications to small 

errors; the definite integral; the constant of integration; 

integration by standard devices=--i. e. by parts)) or trigono

metric substitution; and centroids and fluid pressure. 

11. It is recommended that students in electrical engineering be 

given a course within their junior year in which differential 

equations and Fourier series are offered. 
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